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ABSTRACT 

Solving timetable problem using genetic algorithms was the recent approach 

applies by the researchers. This project is schedule the Malaysian secondary school 

timetable using genetic algorithm method. The system developed manages to 

schedule school timetable in all forms. 

This document contains eight chapters which is introduction, literature review, 

methodology, system analysis, system design, system implementation, and system 

testing and system evaluation. Each of the chapter was explain details of the 

development process for the Automatic Timetabling MSSUGA system. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

This document is proposed to developing a new timetabling tool for 

Malaysian secondary school using genetic algorithm. The following section contain 

the overview of timetable and genetic algorithm, project objective and aim, problem 

statement, proposed solution, project scope, target user, expected outcome, and 

summary. 

1.1.1 Timetable 

Timetable vary use in daily life nowadays in educational (school timetable, 

university timetable, exam timetable), public transport services (train travel timetable, 

airlines timetable), organization (staff shifting timetable) and other areas. Each of 

those timetable have own pattern or structure to scheduling. /\ timetable is an 

organized list or schedule that performs in tabular form. It docs arrange detail about 

activity, time to having the activity, and where having the activity. 

1.1.2 School Timetable 

For school timetable, it consists or three set of timetables which is student 

timetable, teacher timetable, and classroom (include labs) timetable. Three or those 

timetables have same structure as show as figure J .l which is sample or structure 
school timetable. The timetable is schedule a week activity in a specified time or 

period for specified task in needed location. 
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Figure 1.l: Sample ofstructure school timetable 

1.1.3 Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

Genetic Algorithm was developed by John Holland in l 970's [Holland, 1975] 

[Rooij, A.J.C.V., et al., 1998]. They are base on a Darwinian-type survival of the 

fittest strategy, whereby potential solutions to a problem compete and mute with each 

other in order to produce increasingly stronger individuals [Rooij, A.J.C.V., et al., 

1998]. The idea of genetic algorithm is to create an initial a population of 

individual's. Each of those individual's representing a possible timetable. The 

population must fulfill the requirement of the constraints which is hard constraints, 

soft constraints, and fixed constraints. Fixed constraints and hard constraint is 

important to produce free conflict population. 

There are two fitness function apply in genetic algorithm whish is hard fitness 

and soil fitness. Fitness function is a measurement of the weight or score for a 

chromosome. Hard fitness determines hard constraints rate and soft fitness 

determines soft constraints. The stronger individual will be select to do the evolution 

depend on the fitness rate given to the individuals. 

The strong survive individuals will generate a new population using genetic 

operators. Those processes will repeat. until a new tree conflict population wa · 

generated. The genetic operators arc crossover operator, n111lnlion operator 1111u. 
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selection operator. The flow chart of standard genetic algorithm is shown in figure 

1.2. 

Create initial random population 

Evaluate fitness of each member of the population 

No 

Create intermediate population using reproduction 

While (number ofrncmhcrs i new 
population] ,.• (poptil:iti(Hl ~izc) Do 

Select two members at random 

Perform crossover \Vith prob:ibility I·\ 

Perform mutation with probability P111 

Insert mcn1bcrs i.nto new· popul:1tion 

Figure 1.2: Flow hart of the standard genetic algorithm [Roolj, A . ./. ', V, et al., 

1998] 
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1.2 Research Background 

This section is written about the timetable research background and the 

genetic algorithms background. 

1.2.1 Background on Timetable 

Most of the timetable in educational field is school timetable, university 

timetable, and exam timetable. There arc many researches on scheduling timetable 

and different techniques apply to develop timetable tools. The early techniques use 

the simulation of how human arrange the timetable. Those techniques are based on 

successive augmentation [Ribeiro, F., Luiz, A.N.L, 2000]. Later, the researchers 

apply the general techniques such as integer programming, network flow, and grapy 

coloring on timetabling. Most recently approach is based on search techniques such 

as simulated annealing, taboo search and, genetic algorithm. 

1.2.2 Background on Genetic Algorit'lun 

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique used in computer science to 

find approximate solutions to combinatorial optimization problems [Genetic 

algorithm, 28 September, 2005]. The application of genetic algorithm in various 

fields such as 

• Data mining, 

• Training Neural Network, 

• Scheduling I Timetabling, 

• Traveling salesmen problem, 

• Learning fuzzy rules buse, and others application. 
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1.3 Objectives 

This project rs develop an automatic timetabling tool to schedule the 

timetables for secondary school (Form I to Form 5) in Malaysia using genetic 

algorithm approach. This timetabling tool can use to obtain a quality and free conflict 

timetable which is satisfy all the hard constraints and as many soft construints as 

possible. Applying genetic algorithm to timetable problem can optimize the problems. 

1.4 School Timetable Problem 

School timetable problem is a weekly scheduling for the entire teacher 

doesn't meet two group of student at the same time. This problem is assign group of 

student to rooms and timeslot, teacher to rooms and timeslots which will fulfill the 

requirement of hard constraints and soft constraints. Those of the basic constraints is 

stated as follow 

Same teacher cannot teach more than one classroom at same time, 

Two or more teacher cannot attend in one class at same time (Except some 

subject can combine the classroom, such as sports period), 

Assign suitable type of classroom for some subject ( such as science 

period), 

Subject taught by same teacher shou Id not be assigned to the same timeslot, 

Some period arc reserved for specific actives such as time break, assembly, 

sport, and else. Univ
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1.5 Proposed Solution 

This project is developing a timetabling tool use genetic algorithm. !\ 

complete student timetable is determined by teacher timetable and classroom 

timetable. There important here is teacher and classroom timctublc. WIH)I' 

scheduling process is depending on teacher timetable and follows with classroom 

timetable. There have three constraints must be determine which is fixed constraints, 

soft constraint, and hard constraints. Fixed constraints and hard constraints almost 

same, differentiate between them is fixed constraints have high priority to schedule 

first. 

Fixed constraints must not fail since they are essential for valid solution and 

have a high priority to soft first. Fixed constraints such as 

Some subject only valid in specific period (such as sport class for morning 

school usually teaches before time break, while afternoon school usually 

teaches after time break.), 

Each of period (timeslots) is determine with week of clay and range of time 

(Example, Mon 9.00am-9.45am or Fri 3.00pm-3.45pm), and 

Some period are reserved for specific activities (such as lime break, 

assembly, sport, and else). 

Although violation of the soft constraint docs not imply an invalid timetable, 

but soft constraints should be minimized. Son constraints such as 

Class must no gaps between period, and 

Limitation of period take by a teacher, 

Hard constraints must not fail since they are essential for valid solution. I lard 

constraints such as 

Sarne teacher can1101 teach more than one clnssr{)(ilJI at snmc time, 
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Two or more teacher cannot attend in one class at same time (Except some 

subject can combine the classroom, such as sports period), and 

No student can assign more that one subject at same period. 

Crossover operator is one of the genetic operators. The individual's of each 

child are formed as a mixture of the individual's of the parents. Each child is 

obtained as a random mixture of its parent using a crossover operation. Figure 1.3 

shows simple crossover operators. 

0 1 0 0 I 0 0 1 0 o:=J Par 'lll String l 
+ 

0 1 1 0 11 0 1 0 0 l';m.:111 Sni11g 1 

0 11 0 0 I 1 0 1 0 0 I Child s~rin~ J 

0 1 1 0 I 0 0 1 0 0 J C ll i Id S 1 ring: 2 

Figure l.3 Simple crossover operators 

Mutation operator is a greater scope for improvement. At times individual in 

the population undergoes a random mutation. Figure 1.4 shows simple mutation 

operators. 

.___o_· _1_0_0__,._1 _o_o_. _1 _o_o_. __ I Bdrm.: murate 

·0 
f ' 0 1 1'010 0 1 0 0 -] Afkr HlU(alt: 

=r 
Figure l.4 Simple mutation operators 

Selection operator is to fitter individual mate. Selects two parents form the 

population for mating. The selection is biased towards litter individuals. 

7 
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This project is developing basic on part of the system development life cycle 

(SDLC) methodology. SDLC methodology involves the process as follow planning, 

gather information and analysis, system design, testing, and implementation. 

• Planning - Define the basic need for the system, expected outcomes 1111d else 

to produce a proposal. 

• Gather information and Analysis - Gather information from journal, article, 

or other source. After gather the entire relevant information and detail 

analysis the information to determine the specification of the system 

requirement such as functional requirement, non-functional requirement, and 

else. Some prototype of the system is build here. 

• System design - Determine the design requirement, pseudo code and protocol 

system. Code the system use suitable programming tool. 

• Testing - System is testing for logical error and physical error. The goal here 

is to determine system can provide output which is free error and get the 

respective output. 

• Implementation -· System can be implementing for some new feature or 

function to improve the system outcome. 

In this project, java programming is use to develop the timetabling tool. The 

java programming tool used is Sun Java Studio Creator an open source programming 

tool. 

1.6 Project Scope 

In this project, the timetabling tool is developing to schedule the timetables for 

secondary school from lorm I to form 5. This project will focus 011 the object 

teachers, classrooms. subjects, u1H.I periods. 
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1.7 Target User 

School staff will use this timetable tool to schedule the timetable. 

1.8 Expected Outcome 

Timetabling tool can provide an optimal solution for the problem. It docs nlso 

generate a set of timetable in non conflicts conditions which is satisfying all of the 

fixed constraints, hard constraints and soft constraints. Those of the timetable are 

absolute fit the entire period with the teacher, subject, and classroom. 
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1.9 Project Timeline 
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1.10 Report Layout 

This project document has divided to eight chapters. Each of those chapter 

contain the detail of progress and assessment during develop the project. Pn~jcct 

layout is aim to given the major phases overview involved for whole development 

project as below. 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

This document is proposed to developing a new timetabling tool for 

Malaysian secondary school using genetic algorithm. The following section contain 

the overview of timetable and genetic algorithm, project objective and aim, problem 

statement, proposed solution, project scope, target user, expected outcome, and 

summary. 

Chapter 2: literature Review 

This chapter is cover about the information from some books, journals, 

articles and else to assist the project. Timetable method, schedule and timetable 

approaches, timetable problem, genetic algorithm approaches, timetable problem 

solute using genetic algorithm method, and comparison between article was detailed 

discuss and review in this chapter. 

Chapter 3: Methodology 

This chapter is emphasis on the methodology used to develop the project. It 

also discuss the whole phases with be used in the project briefly. 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 

This chapter is describing the way of gathering the information needed. Then, 

make some analysis the information which gathered and produces a possible system 

requirement base on the analysis. 

Chapter 5: System Design 

This chapter is describing the conceptual and technical design of the whole 

system. It covers process flow chart, user interfaces and structure charts. 

Chapter 6: System Implementation 

This chapter is describing the detail explanation of the implementation phases 

and the process involves code transforming of the design into a programming 

language. 

Chapter 7: System Testing 

This chapter is written about the testing phases. In this phase will test the 

system output, and check weather the output were satisfy. The objective of system 

testing is to find system accuracy and any error occurs. 

Chapter 8: System Evaluation 

This chapter will written about the discussion of strength and limitation 

system, what problem occur during the development process and else. 
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1.11 Chapter Summary 

This project is developing a timetabling tool using genetic algorithms. The 

purpose for develop this tool is to generate a set of timetables without any conflict 

between timetable. Fixed, hard, and soil constraints arc defined here. Furthermore, 

genetic algorithm operator is important as the process generate a new popular ion. 

Teacher, classroom, subject and period arc the basic object in the program. This 

timetabling tool is providing to school staff that will monitoring this Looi. The whole 

project is using system development life cycle (SDLC) methodology to develop the 

timetabling tool. Java programming tool is use to program this timetabling tool. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter is cover about the information from some books, journals, articles 

and else to assist the project. Three articles were used as main review. The first article 

was entitled "A Constructive Evolutionary Approach to school Timetabling" and written 

by Geraldo Ribeiro Filho and Luiz Antonio Nogueira Lorena. 

The second article was entitled "An Evolutionary Approach for School 

Timetabling" and written by Liviu Lalescu, and Costin Badica from University of 

Craiova, Faculty of Control, Computers and Electronics Software Engineering 

Department. 

The third article was entitled "Genetic Algorithm Approach for Finding Good 

Course Schedule" and written by Knut-Edvart Ellingsen and Manuel Penaloza from 

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science South Dakota School or Mines and 

Technology. Other article and books also used to do the review of this project. 

2.2 Scheduling and Timetabling Approach 

For this school timetabling problem was research by many of researcher using 

several of techniques. Early technique is based on simulation or the human array of 

solving the problem. All such technique based on successive augmentation [Ribeiro, 1: .• 

Luiz, A.N.L, 2000]. Successive augmentation related to a partial timetable is extended, 

lecture by lecture, until all lectures has been schedule, Many other gen eral technique and 

search technique is implementing and apply to this problem. General tc ·Ju1iquc:-; such as 
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integer programming [Tripathy, A., 1984], network flow, graph colorings. Search 

technique such as simulated annealing, taboo search, and genetic algorithms. Jt also can 

apply in representative of the class of multi-constrained, NP-hard, combinatorial 

optimization problem with real-world application [colorni'Bgcnctic.pdt'[, 

2.3 Timetable Problem 

Timetable problem is form of scheduling problem. It always arrange in tabular 

format. Timetable can involve planning daily, weekly, or even monthly schedule. Each 

of the timetabling must involve a lot of constraints to fulfill the timetable. Most of the 

timetable arrange event, time of an event and location hold to have an even. 

While schedule a timetable usually will facing the problem such as 

• Some event cannot be place al some location because of the location not 

suitable, like not enough space lo fit a number of people, 

• Some event is conduct by same people cannot place the event run at same 

time, 

• Same location cannot place more the one event at same time and else. 

Timetable involve in many fields such as education, transportation, business, and 

else. Educational timetable involve school, exam, university and others timetables. 

Transportation timetable involve airline services, train services, and others timetables. 

Business timetable involve planning staff shifting schedule, business planning and others 

timetables. This project is concentrate in secondary school educational timetable. 
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2.3.1 Educational Timetabling 

Most of the researchers are always research on exam, school and university 

timetable. Each type of the timetable problem has different way to schedule, different 

characteristic, different rules and different constraints. Later have more detail describe 

about school, exam, and university timetable. 

2.3.2 School timetabling 

School timetable usually is a weekly schedule for the entire activity (subject) 

running includes teachers, location (classroom), and student in each period. 

Characteristic of scltool timetablez- 

• Full use of available rooms 

• Closed timetabling - at any timeslot all rooms arc occupied 

• Usual timeslot conflicts of classes and teachers, and 

• Soft constraints for teachers - performance to some determine timeslots and in 

general avoiding the waiting timeslot (windows) [Ribeiro, F., Luiz A.N.L, 20001 

There have a few assumptions:- 

• Assign teacher to class on specific timeslots at one time. 

• Pair of teacher and classes and used to form conflict free cl ustcr for each timeslot. 

• Binary string representing pairs arc grouped based on dissimilarity waiting times 

between classes are explicitly considered as additional objectives. 

• Avoid teach meet two class in same time and vice versa. 
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2.3.3 University I Course Timetabling 

University timetable same as school timetable is a weekly timetable activity 

(subject) running includes teachers, location (classroom), and student in each period, 

There have a few assumptions (It's consist of hard constraints)» 

• No teacher who is teaching more than a single lesson at a time. 

• No student who is attending more than a single lesson at a time. 

• Two teachers cannot exist in a classroom at one time. 

• Certain activity must take place in suitable type of class room. 

2.4 Timetabling Constraints 

A set of timetable problem rules with break into three group which is very 

important rules (fixed constraints), important rules (hard constraint), and intermediate 

important rules (soft constraints). Fixed constraints and hard constraints are important to 

determine the timetable without conflict. If those two constraints in not completely 

fulfill the requirement during timetable arrangement the conflict will occurrence in 

timetable. Soft constraints is some rules that have to satisfy for the condition, but if not 

satisfy, the timetable still don't have any conflict. Those three constraints is mention on 

the comparison table which is Table 2.1 shows comparison between 3 review and 

proposed solution. 

2.4.1 Hard Constraints 

Hard constraints - must not: foil since they are essential tor valid solution 

Hard constraints must fulfill the conflict free while the final result generated. 

IX 
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Hard constraints 

• Faculty member only take one course at a time or period. 

• Check course was assign in unwanted timeslot. 

• Assign the same classroom and at the same time in timetable, 

• Check weather a course is scheduled during faculty meetings (Usually not apply 

in school timetable). 

2.4.2 Soft Constraints 

Soft constraints consist of preference constraints which use to identify some 

undesirable timeslot or else. It may or may not fulfill the conflict free in the final 

generated result. Although violation of the soft constraint does not imply an invalid 

timetable, but soft constraints should be minimized. 

Soft constraints for teachers are considered implicitly on the representation. Set 

of teacher partitioned on three levels, according the number of class and overall time 

dedicated to the school. Teachers are asked to identify undesirable timeslots (preference 

constraints) conformable with their number of class per week [Ribeiro, P., Luiz, A.N.L, 

2000]. 

Soft constraints 

• Two courses in a row are assigned to the same faculty member (Usually not 

apply in school timetable). 

• Faculty member do not want to teach in specific classrooms. 

Assign course into a required equipment classroom (Usually not apply rn school 

timetable). 
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2.4.3 Fixed Constraints 

Fixed constraints must not fail since they are essential for valid solution and have 

a high priority to soft first. Fixed constraint actually is part of the bard constraints. 

Fixed constraints 

• Occurrences of lab courses, and check each lab course in taught in a lab room. 

• Check capacity of classroom. (Usually not apply in school timetable). 

• Course taught two hour put in a row, and both hours take lace in sarne classroom. 

• Course to available classroom (Usually not apply in school ti metable). 

2.5 Overview Genetic Algorithms 

The Genetic algorithm (GA) is use to solve school timetable problem [Liviu 

Lalescu, and Costin Badica.]. This approach is applied for university timetabling. The 

genetic algorithm is use to simulate the suitable scheduling for university timetable. New 

evolution method is implement which is experimental method to replace the classical 

method. It focuses on the new evolution method for genetic algorithms to solving 

problem and optimal solution is performing in schedule timetable free conflict. 

The Genetic algorithm (GA) use search method to schedule the university 

timetable. This approach is applied for university timetabling. It can focus on how to 

design university timetable use genetic algorithm approach. Fitness function is discussed 

in this paper. Genetic algorithms provide robust search in complex spaces [Goldberg, 

David, 1984.]. 
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2.5.1 Genetic Algorithms 

University has a set of teacher, a set of student (organized hierarchically in years 

of study, groups, subgroups) and a set of activities (lessons). Each activity represents a 

"teacher and subject - set of students" relation. J\ time and computational saving idcn is 

to split the complete timetabling problem into two phases; time (day and hour) allocation 

and place (classroom) allocation. 

School timetable need not allocate the class room because the class room is fixed. 

This mean don't have to allocate place. There is one exception if science lab in not 

enough in school or teacher is not enough. The only possible perfect algorithm is to 

perform an exhaustive search through the solution space and choose the optimal one. 

The idea is to create a population of individuals, each individual representing a possible 

timetable. 

Fitness Function gives a measurement of the degree of optimality of a 

chromosome. Hard fitness is counting number for hard constraints conflicts. This 

approach is work well in simulation. Soft fitness is weight counting for soft constraints 

conflicts. This approach assigns weight to give its relevance. Allele is representing using 

set of {O, 1, *}. 

There two implemented evolution methods which is classical method, and 

experimental method. Classical method related to three tournament selection I Lee, I lo 

Sung C., 2000). Selecting a candidate chromosome for crossover, mutation, or a simple 

propagation is done. It will choose either one to generate next new generation randomly. 

The experimental method consists of double up the number for current individuals. The 

doubling of population is done use crossover and mutation, but 110 prupugution, The 

experimental rn ·H10J is to implement an extensive elitism, b 'cons' weak individual 
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cannot survive for further generation. Figure 2.1 shows the design of experimental 

program. 
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Figure 2.1: Design of experimental program 

The program has few classes of function such as below: 

• Genetic Timetable - encapsulating a set of rules and it has all necessary 

interfaces function to read/write/save rules, start/stop simulation and save/view 

result. 

• Rules - the set of rules to make up timetable. Include set of teacher, subject 

taught, classroom, and student. 

• Population - represents u set of mies of different member function for implement 

the current evolution method. 
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• Chromosome - represent candidate solution. Include interface crossover, 

mutation, evaluate fitness, and stored information genes [Liviu Lalescu, and 

Costin Badica.]. 

2.5.2 Constructive Genetic Algorithm (CGA) 

They use Constructive Genetic algorithm (CGA) which is a new approach to 

solve school timetable problem. CGA (constructive genetic algorithms) was proposes to 

implement the school timetabling and it apply to Brazil school timetabling. 

Genetic algorithms apply to general optimization and combinational optimization 

problems. The basis of a genetic algorithm is the recombination operators and the 

schema formation and propagation Created by End User over generation. This will 

present an application of a constructive genetic algorithm to school timetabling problems. 

School timetabling problem is considered as a clustering problem to be solve using the 

constructive genetic algorithm. 

CGA proposed to address the problem pf evaluating schemata and structure in a 

common basis. CGA relies on two functions mapping the space of structure and 

schemata. Let p contain timeslots in a week, and respecting the lecture requirements of 

each class. Form possible pair of (teacher, class) which implemented in the p timeslot n 

contain the total of possible pair [Ribeiro, r., Luiz, A.N.L, 2000). Soft constraints for 

teachers arc considered implicitly on the representation. Pair (teacher, class) represent by 

binary columns. 

In CGA, a population of schemata (string) formed by n symbols, one for each 

column. Corresponding symbol is:- 

• J - the corresponding column is a seed to form a cluster 
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• 0 - the corresponding column is assigned to a cluster 

• # - the column is consider temporarily out of the problem [Ribeiro, F., Luiz, 

A.N.L, 2000] 

To find out the cluster to which a non-seed column will be assigned. Columns 

are ordered according teacher level and number of performance constraints. We take the 

seed column that is most dissimilar. The process then continues until all non-seed 

columns are assigned to a cluster [Ribeiro, F., Luiz, A.N.L, 2000). 

Evolution selection, recombination, and mutation process will reach a solution 

which structure free of conflict, but the soft constraints are not directly considered. 

Selective will consider explicitly the soft constraints. Population is kept in a non 

decreasing order. First schema is complemented to generate a structure representing 

feasible solution (all #'s are replaced by O's) before recombination process [Ribeiro, F., 

Luiz, A.N.L, 2000]. Recombination merges information from both selected schemata, 

but preserves the number of labels I (number of colors) in new generate schema. 

Mutation process has three processes. First two parts is repair infeasible solutions 

eventually produce by recombination. The third parts maximum soft constraints 

satisfactions. 

2.5.3 Initialize Population 

The idea is to create a population of individuals, each individual. representing a 

possible timetable. Genetic Algorithm that applies to build timetable scheduling is: 

Population >> Chromosome >> Gene >> Allele. Population contains a number of 

individuals or chromosome which duplicate not allow. Chromosome is made up by u s ·t 
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of genes. Chromosomes are an array of genes. Each chromosome has hard and soft 

fitness factor. Genes represent schedule time of an activity. Allele is representing usirur 

set of {O, 1, *}, {O, 1, #}or else. 

A population contains a set of chromosome. Population= {C1, C2, C3, .... C1L 

where i =1,2,3, ... , C represent chromosome. Population size arc determined by the total 

chromosome exist in a population. 

2.5.4 Encoding of Chromosomes 

Chromosomes encode using a set of parameter, where parameter represent use 

symbol 'P', and it also can call gene. Parameter is important entity or attribute to solve a 

problem. Different problem may use different parameter to solute the tasks. Ci= {P1, P2, 

P3, ... , Pj}, i =1,2,3, ... , j =1,2,3, .... Chromosomes might be code in form of string (e.g.: 

C=P1 P2,P3 ... P;). Parameter or gene is code using a set of number or alphabet which is 

calJ allele. 

2.5.5 Genetic Operator 

Selection, mutation, crossover is perform in the program. There are sometime 

mutations operations perform as crossover operations, and act reversely. There have four 

kind of mutations used in the program. There arc three regular crossovers in multiple 

populations and the last one is mutation function. 

2.5.5.1 Selection Operator 

The selection of individuals for mating WH8 done in two pluuses: pre-selection by 

tournament, and by random selection [Ldvart Ellingsen, Manuel Pcnaloza., .)lO [. 
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2.5.5.2 Crossover Operator 

Crossover takes two schedule and swap the time of two random classes, one 

from each schedule .. There are four simple crossover function is shown as figure 2.2. 

n, Entire column n ossover b, Eu tire row crovsover 

-- - -- - ---i-- -...,.- 

r. Same-row hour crossover d. Dtffereut-row hour crossover 

Figure 2.2: Four simple crossoverfunction 

2.6 Comparison between 3 review and proposed solution 

Table 2.1: Comparison between 3 review and proposed solution 

Description Review J Review 2 Review 3 Project 
proposed 

l. Specific domain area school school uni versi tv School 
2. Genetic Algorithms yes yes ____Y..CS yes 
3. Fixed constraints - must not fail since 

they are essential for valid solution and 
have a hig!1 .eriority to soft first 

I. Certain activity must take place 111 
suitable t~ee of class room yes yes yes yes 

IL Capacity of classroom fixed fixed variable fixed ... 
hour - Ill. Course taught two put m a 

and both hours lake lace . row, 111 no !I() yes no 
same classroom - _...._.,,_~ fH1rfi11!JJ-= ... lull U8C iv. Course to available classroom fu 11 uso Iu ll use - - - 
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use 
4. Hard constraints - must not fail since 

they are essential for valid solution 
1. Faculty member or teacher only 

take one course at a time or period yes yes yes yes 

11. Check course was assign m 
unwanted timeslot yes yes yes yes 

... Assign the same classroom and at lll. 

the same time in timetable no no yes no 

IV. Check weather a course IS 

scheduled during faculty meetings no no yes no 

v. No student who is attending more 
than a single lesson at a time yes yes yes yes 

5. Soft constraints - Although violation of 
the soft constraint does not imply an 
invalid timetable, but soft constraints 
should be minimized 

I. Assign course into a required 
equipment classroom no no yes no 

11. Faculty member do not want to 
teach in specific classrooms yes yes yes yes 

... Two courses in a row are assign to 111. 

the same faculty member no no yes no 

IV. A voiding the waiting timeslot yes yes yes yes 
6. Fitness function - is a measurement of 

the weight or score for a chromosome yes yes yes no 

7. Chromosome representation {O, I,#} {O, 1, *} No {O, 1, #} mention 
8. Evolution Method 

I. Selection - Selects two parents form 
the population for mating yes yes yes yes 

11. Crossover - individual's of each 
child are formed as a mixture of the yes yes yes yes 
individual's of the parents ... Mutation individual the Ill. - Ill 

population undergoes a random yes yes yes no 
mutation 

iv. Recombination yes yes yes no 
9. Type of problem solving Searching - Searching Searching 

l 0. Tools use to develop program No C++ ++ Java mention 
11 . Others features 

I. Class must no gaps between period - - - yes 
I I. Two or more teacher cannot attend 

in one class at same time (Except - - - yes 
some subject con combine the 
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-- classroom, such as sports period) 
-•I-- ... 

Some subject only valid in specific Ill. 

period (such as sport class for 
morning school usually teaches 
before time break, while afternoon - - - YL~S 

school usually teaches after time 
break.) 

2. 7 Chapter Summary 

These three articles are written about solving timetable problem using genetic 

algorithm. Two of the article is focus on school and one is focus on university. Schedule 

the school timetable is slightly different with schedule the university timetable. Each of 

both timetables has different elements, events or rules to produce a timetable. Those set 

of rules are important to organize a set of timetable in school or university without 

conflict between teacher and classroom. 

Those set of rules with break into three group which is very important rules 

(fixed constraints), important rules (hard constraint), and intermediate important rules 

(soft constraints). Fixed constraints and hard constraints are important to determine the 

timetable without conflict. If those two constraints in not completely fulfill the 

requirement during timetable arrangement, the conflict will occurrence in timetable. Soft 

constraints is some rules that have to satisfy for the condition, but if not satisfy, the 

timetable still don't have any conflict. Those three constraints is mention on U1c 

comparison table which is Table 1.1 shows comparison between J review and proposed 

solution. 

Below shown some of the proposed constraints which arc written in review l and 

review 2. 
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• Certain activity must take place in suitable type of class room, 

• Capacity of classroom is fixed, 

• Full use available classroom to course, 

• Faculty member or teacher only takes one course at a time or period, 

• Check course was assign in unwanted timeslot, 

• No student who is attending more than a single lesson at a time, 

• Faculty member do not want to teach in specific classrooms, and 

• Avoiding the waiting timeslot. 

Other feature which shows in comparison table session 1.4, and not mention for 

those three reviews is important to determine for the secondary schooJ timetabling tool. 

The actual situation of those three constraints will finalize in Chapter 3. 

Below shown some of the proposed constraints which are not mention in review 

1 and review 2. 

• Class must no gaps between period, 

• Two or more teacher cannot attend 111 one class at same time (Except some 

subject can combine the classroom, such as sports period), and 

• Some subject only valid in specific period (such as sport class for morning 

school usually teaches before time break, while afternoon school usually teaches 

after time break.). 

Population, chromosome, gene, allele is hierarchy sequence to form a population. 

In population contain many of chromosomes and each of chromosomes has a set of gene. 

Allele (example: {O, I, #} or {O, I}) is a set of value assign in to string to form gene. 

Review l and review 2 stated that its use a set of values which consist three elements 
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like { 0, 1, # or *}. Those three will be available, not available, and fixed condition 

which can be change. Those three conditions are proposed to school timetabling tool. 

Genetic Algorithm has three type of basic genetic operator which is crossover, 

mutation, and selection. Three of those articles have mention using those three operators. 

Each of those operators has different way to perform their operation. The simple 

application of the genetic operator is stated in Chapter I session 1.4 which is proposed 

solution. The implementation of the genetic operator will be stated in next Chapter 3. 

Genetic algorithm is one of the searching methods. Three of those articles are use the 

searching techniques to implementing the timetable. Searching techniques usually use to 

optimize the solution. Java programming is use to develop the timetabling tool compare 

to others two use programming C++, and one not mention. Java is free programming 

tool while C++ is cost money. Java is one of the tool that can develop program other 

than windows platform such as Linux, Solaris, and else. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1 Systems Development Life Cycle (SULC) 

This project used system development lite system methodology to manage every 

stage of development process phase. This project used five phrases system development 

life cycle as below: 

• Identifying problems, opportunity, and objective (Planning) 

• Determining information requirement and analyzing system needs (Information 

gathering and analysis requirement) 

• Designing the recommended system and developing and documenting (System 

design and coding) 

• Testing and maintaining the system (System testing) 

• Implementing and evaluating the system (System implementation and System 

Evaluation) 

2. Determining 1. Identifying problems, 
.._._. __ -ti information requirement opportunities, and ,... 

and analyzing system 
objective needs 

7. Implementing and 
evaluating the system 

The Five Phases of 
the System 

Development life 
Cycle E-J:Oesigning ft\e - 

commended sys. tem and 
developing and 

documenting software ----.· -·---- 
6. Testing and 

maintaining the system 

Figure 3.1: Five phrases qf the system development lifo cycle (SD/.(; 
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3.1.1 Identifying Problem, Opportunities, and Objectives 

This phase is to define problem statement, basic need for the system, scope, 

expected outcomes and else to produce a proposal. This phase is very important to 

determine the future development of whoJe system development. It acts as a guard line 

to achieve the final goal of the project. Project timcline planning is available in this 

phase. This phase was documented at Chapter 1 Introduction, Chapter 2 Literature 

Review, and Chapter 3 Methodology. 

3.1.2 Determining Information Requirements and analyzing System Needs 

This phase is to gather information from journal, article, or other source. Most of 

the information gathers according to the project needs. During gathering information, 

data collected and doing analysis the requirement needs for the system. 

Study the information about the genetic algorithm applies in education timetable 

such as college timetable, exam timetable, school timetable and else. Determine the 

suitable constraints will be used in the project. Study the way how the genetic algorithm 

method apply in scheduling the timetable problems. 

It gather the entire relevant information and detail, analysis the information to 

determine the specification of the system requirement such as functional requirement, 

non-functional requirement, and else. Some prototype of the system is build here. This 

phase was documented at Chapter 2 Literature Review, and Chapter 4 System Analysis. 
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3.1.3 Designing the recommended system and developing and documenting 

This phase is to determine the design requirement, pseudo code and protocol 

system, design for input and output graphic user interface (GUJ), flow chart for whole 

system is designed, process genetic algorithm module. Code the system use suitable 

programming tool. This phase was documented at Chapter 5 System Design. 

3.1.4 Testing and maintaining the system 

System is testing for logical error and physical error. The goal here is to 

determine system can provide output which is free error and get the respective output. 

This phase was documented at Chapter 7 System Testing. 

3.1.5 Implementing and evaluating the system 

System can be implementing for some new feature or function to improve the 

system outcome. The limitation and strength of the timetabling tool was discussed in this 

phase. This phase was documented at Chapter 6 System Implementation, and Chapter 8 

Evaluation. 

3.2 Chapter Summary 

This chapter is written about the five stages of the System Development Life 

Cycle (SDLC) will used to develop this project. Each phase of the SDLC was important. 

Those phases are (1) identifying problems, opportunity, and objective, (2) determining 

information requirement and analyzing system, (3) designing the recommended system 

and developing and documenting, (4) testing and maintaininu the system, and (5) 

implementing and evaluating the system. 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 

4.1 System Requirement Analysis 

System requirement includes functional and non functional requirement. These 

projects have the functional requirement and non functional as below: 

Functional requirement 

• Simple login module 

• User data input module 

• Process of generate timetable 

• Display of analysis process 

• Display of result 

Nonfunctional requirement 

• User friendly Interface requirement 

• Performance requirement 

• Software and hardware requirement 

4.1.1 Simple login module 

This module is avoiding the unauthorized person using this program. This 

module only set a static username and password. If access granted, it will straightly enter 

to program. Otherwise, user cannot use the program. 
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4.1.2 User data input module 

This module is let user key in all the data needed to scheduling the timetable. 

Those input include teacher, classroom, subject, timetable information arc very 

important to generate a timetable. Below shows the data that will input by user:- 

Teacher information 

• Teacher first name, 

• Teach er last name, and 

• Teacher middle name. 

Subject information 

• Subject for each form level, 

• Subject name, 

• Subject Package Number, and 

• Subject Credit Hour, 

Classroom information 

• Total of Classroom use in each form level. and package 

Timetable information 

• Decide how many periods needed for each form level, 

• Number of period might be 5 XN, where N=9, 10, 11, ... , 

• First lesson start and Last lesson finish each day, and 

• Eliminate unused timeslot. 
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4.1.3 Process of generate timetable 

This stage is process the data input and schedule a set of optimum timetable. 

Genetic algorithm was used in this process. First, it will generate a population of 

individual chromosome use the data input by user. Next, check the criteria to make sure 

that the population is archive the optimum solution. Those criteria also call constraints 

which are hard, soft, and fixed constraints. If not satisfy, crossover will performed to 

produce a new population. The new population will loop back to check criteria until it 

satisfy all constraints. Then will get optimum timetable result. 

4.1.3.1 Fixed Constraints 

• Some subject only valid in specific period (such as sport class for morning 

school usually teaches before time break, while afternoon school usually teaches 

after time break.), 

• Each of period (timeslots) is determine with week of day and range of time 

(Example, Mon 9.00am-9.45am or Fri 3.00pm-3.45pm), and 

• Some period are reserved for specific activities (such as time break, assembly, 

sport, and else). 

4.1.3.2 Hard Constraints 

• Same teacher cannot teach more than one classroom at same time, 

• Two or more teacher cannot attend in one class at same time (Except some 

subject can combine the classroom, such as sports period), 

• No student can assign more that one subject. at same period. 
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4.1.3.3 Soft Constraints 

• Some subjects maybe want to combine the classroom, such as sports, and 

• Class must no gaps between periods 

4.1.4 Analysis Module 

This module is let user able to view the process for how the timetable was 

scheduled using genetic algorithm. It allow user to view teacher and student timetable 

according to each population. 

4.1.5 Result Module 

This module is let user able to view the final result of the timetable. It is able to 

view teacher and student timetable. 

4.1.6 User friendly Interface requirement 

This graphic user interface will be user friendly. It may let user easy to manage 

the program. Avoid the complexity of the interface. 

4.1. 7 Performance requirement 

This program must generate an output in a respected time. The response time is 

important. If too long, that means the program is not efficiency. 

4.1.8 Software and hardware requirement 

The program is able running in Microsoft Windows XP platform in the desktop 

or laptop. Java Runtime Environment is needed. 
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4.2 Samples of timetable 

School timetable contain 5 working days and each day is cluster in many period. 

It may be 10 period per day (Table 4.1: Sample timetable l 0 period per day in a week) 

or 11 period (Table 4.2: Sample timetable 11 period per day in a week) per day. School 

has teacher timetable and classroom or student timetable. Both of those timetables have 

the same format. 

Table 4.1: Sample timetable 10 period per day in a week 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 PB pg P10 
MON - BC BM Bl SC T PM MM KH KH 
TUE BM BC BC SC SC T MM MM SL SL 
WED MM GEO GEO BM BM T MM Bl Bl PJ 
THU Bl GEO SC SC SJ T MM KH BM PJ 
FRI MM Bl BM BC ASB T PM PM SJ SJ 

Table 4.2: Sample timetable 11 period per day in a week 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 pg P10 P11 - 
MON PJ BM KM KM T BIO BIO Bl Bl MT - 
TUE FZ FZ SEJ SEJ T ST ST MM BC Bl Bl --- 
WED MM PJ BIO BIO T KM KM BC BC ST BM 
THU MM MM BM BM T MT MT FZ FZ PM PM 
FRI BM BM MT MM T BC BC Bl PM SEJ - 

4.3 Tools and Technology Proposed 

Java programming was proposed in this project. Java in an object oriented 

programming and suitable use to this project. No database will used. Save file was 

saving the data into * .dat file format. 
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4.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter was written about the entire functional requirement and non- 

functional requirement of the system. The functional requirements were simple login 

module, user data input modules, process of generate timetable, display of analysis 

process, display of result, and printing selected timetable. The non-functional 

requirements were user friendly Interface requirement, performance requirement, and 

software and hardware requirement. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 

5.1 System objectives 

This project is developing to automatic schedule the timetables for secondary 

school from forml to form 5. Designing this timetable scheduling tool is use to produce 

an optimum solution and expected result. Genetic algorithm is use to solve the school 

timetable problem. 

5.2 System Major Features 

System feature involve user data input, application of genetic algorithm, display 

result, and print result. User data input is important because all of those data will be use 

to generate a set of timetables using genetic algorithm method. Users can also view and 

analysis the result. 

5.2.1 Simple login module 

Stan 

l ,_ , 

Access Denied 

Display error 
message 

Figure 5.1: Flow chart of login module 
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The program will start with a login page and request user input usemame and 

password. If those to input is matched, access will be granted and enter the main 

program, else access denied and continue let user login or exit program. 

5.2.2 User Data Input 

User needed to input the teacher, classroom, subject, timetable information detail 

for predefine section. Predefine section will let user less key in the data in the future use. 

For schedule input and special feature input, it depend on the predefine data. Schedule 

input let user to select who is teaching, taught what subject in which form and packages, 

and how many class teacher will handle. The special input let user choose which subject 

will limit in which periods were available. Those input detail was written in Chapter 4 

section 4.1.2. 

After that, all those input will be encoded to the chromosome in a manner of 

string format A population of individual's chromosomes represent in an array. 

5.2.2.1 Encoding Chromosome 

Chromosome is code into four parts which is Teacher part, Subject part, 

Classroom part, and Period part. Each of the part represents the detail use for scheduling 

the timetable. Figure 5.1 show the example for the encoding a chromosome. Figure 5.2 

show a population of chromosome. 

~001s1601ci01P00000000000000001100000000000011000000001100000000- 

figurc 5.2: Example encode chromosome in string 
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---- . 
001S1601C101P00000000000000001100000000000011000000001100000000 
002S1502C101P00000011000000000000000000000000000000110000010000 
003S1403C101P00000000000000000000000000000000000011000000001100 

I 004S1?04C101P00110000001100000000110000000000000000000000000010 
005S1305C101P00000000000000010000000000000000110000000000000000 
006S1506C101P00000000000011000000000000110000000100000000000000 
00?S130?C101P01000000000000000000000000000000000000000011000000 
008S1308C101P00000100000000000000001100000000000000000000000000 
009S1209C101P00000000000000000000000000001100000000000000000000 
010S1310C101P00000000000000000011000001000000000000000000000000 
011S1211C101P00000000110000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
021S2601C201P00000000000000001100000000001100000000110000000000 
012S2502C201P00000000110000000000000001000000000000000011000000 
013S2403C201P00000000001100000000000000110000000000000000000000 
014S2?04C201P0100000000001100000000000000000011.0000001100000000 
015S2305C201P00000000000000000000001100000000000000000000000010 
016S2506C201P00000000000000000011000000000000000011000000010000 
01.?S230?C201P00000100000000000000000000000011000000000000000000 
018S2308C201P00000000000000010000000000000000000000000000001100 
019S2209C201P00000011000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

I 020S2310C201P0011.0000000000000000000000000000000100000000000000 
031S2211.C201P00000000000000000000110000000000000000000000000000 
041.S3601C301P00000000001100000000000000000000000011000011000000 
022S3502C301P0000000000000000000000110000000011.0000000000000010 

I 023S3403C301P00000000000000001100000000001100000000000000000000 
'024S3?04C301P000001000000000000110000001.10000000000001100000000 
'025S3305C301P00000011000000000000000000000000000000000000010000 
026S3506C301P001.10000000000010000000000000011000000000000000000 

Figure 5.3: Example for a set of chromosome in a population 

Teacher part 

"TOOl'' from Figure 5.1 is representing the detail for a teacher of each 

chromosome. The first element is representing use alphabet T, it means the header of the 

teacher part. The second to fourth element in Figure5. l is representing a teacher code 

number and the range of the code is in between 001 to 999. 

Subject part 

"Sll601" from Figure 5.1 is representing the detail for a subject of each 

chromosome. The first element is representing use alphabet S, it means the header of the 

subject part. The second element is representing form level in school for each subject 

and the range of the number is in between 1 to 5. The third element is representing 
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package number for a subject and the range of the number is in between 1 to 9. The 

fourth element is representing number of credit hour for a subject and the range of the 

number is in between 1 to 9. The last two elements are representing subject code number 

and the range of the code is in between 01 to 99. 

Classroom part 

"C 1O1" from Figure 5 .1 is representing the detail for a classroom of each 

chromosome. The first element is representing use alphabet C, it means the header of the 

classroom part. The second element is representing form level in school for each 

classroom and the range of the number is in between 1 to 5. The third and fourth element 

is representing classroom code number and the range of the code is in between 01 to 99. 

Period part 

"POOOOOOOO ... " from Figure 5.1 is representing the detail for a period of each 

chromosome. The first element is representing use alphabet P, it means the header of the 

period part. The following element is representing total period for a week and it 

determined by user. Number of period might be 5 x N, where N = 10, 11, 12 ... and N 

determine by user. Each of the elements is representing period status and code with {O, 1, 

and 2}. 0 represent status period is available, 1 represent status period is full, and 2 

represent status periods is lock or cannot use. 
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5.2.3 Application Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic algorithms apply to timetable problem to generate an optimum solution. 

After defining a new population, all the individual's' in population will assign fitness 

value to 0. Then start to check the population satisfies the criterion to build up an 

optimum chromosome. It also breaks the individual's in population into good population 

or bad population depends on the checking result. If 4 criteria are satisfy for individual 

chromosome, it will assign a fitness value to individual and add it into good population. 

If not satisfy either one of 4 criteria, individual will assign to bad chromosome. 

After check those criteria, if all individual's in population satisfy for those 

criteria, then the optimum result will be provided. If not satisfy the criteria, the 

population will use the genetic operator to produce a new population. Good population 

was the strong survivor and not need to do genetic operation. Bad population was the 

weak survivor and need to do genetic operation. It will select one of individual in current 

population randomly to doing the crossover operation to produce new individuals. 

For the use of fitness value, it use to determine weather each individual's in 

current population can continue survive in new population or not. 

5.2.3.1 Checking Criterion 

There were 4 criteria used to check the timetables were scheduled in the manner 

of optimum. This 4 criteria was use to solve all the constraints which was defined in 

chapter 4 section 4.1.3. 
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4 criteria 

• Checking the subject weather can locate in that period or not (Subject was define 

only available in some period only), 

• Checking the teacher table to avoid subject crashing, 

• Checking the subject table to avoid subject crashing, and 

• Checking the student/classroom table to avoid subject crashing. 

5.2.3.2 Genetic Operator 

Genetic operator use in this project is selection, crossover, and mutation. Each of 

those operator is use to produce a new population. 

5.2.3.2.1 Selection Operator 

Two of the chromosome is being chosen randomly in the process. Later, those 

two chromosome is use to do crossover operation. 

Pseudo code for selecting two chromosomes to do crossover: 

~ Step 1: Get the bad chromosome, c 1 

~ Step2: bFlagT =true; 

~ Step3: Generate a random value to choose one of the chromosomes in population 

list, c2. 

~ Step4: IF cl.Form== c2.Form AND c1.classroomNo === c2.ciassroomNo AND 

c 1.packageNo = c2.packageNo THEN bFlagT =false 

~ Step5: IF bl-Iag'Ir=truc GOTO Step3, ELSE continue. 
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5.2.3.2.2 Crossover Operator 

The crossover process in this project is show in Figure 5.3. Crossover process is 

performing in period part. In period part partition in to 5 sub parts which represent a day. 

The sub part will selected to do the crossover. 

T002S1502C10'1P 000000'1100 000_(_)000000 0000000000 00000000~1 _0000~0000 I [}tring 2 I 
j~ fcrossoverl 

r T001s1601c10 tP-J9ooooo '1102__[ 0000000000 I ooo-ooo-o-oo-o~j-11-o~oo--o-00-0-0~11· 100000000 I CB~:w string 1 I 

I T002S1502C101P I 0000000000 I 0000001100 I 0000000000 I 0000000011 ! 0000010000 I ~tring 2 I 
Figure 5.4: Sample crossover process 

Pseudo code for crossover between two chromosomes: 

~ Step 1: IF subject credit Chromosome 1, c I equal to Chromosome, c2 THEN 

crossover in period parts between two chromosomes. ELSE GOTO Step2. 

~ Step2: Break the period part into 5 pieces per chromosome. Those 10 pieces will 

reallocate random to two new strings. 

~ Step3: Checking the bit string of each new string. IF satisfy GOTO Step4, ELSE 

GOTO Step2. 

)ii- Step4: Combine the new string wills the respected chromosomes. 

5.2.4 Display of Analysis Process 

Each stage of the population generate in the process until achieve the result can 

be analysis here. Each population data will keep in an array. It can show the result of 

each population by choosing the population value and analysis it. 
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5.2.5 Display Result 

After finish the process genetic algorithm, the population will be decoded all full 

set of timetables include student and teacher timetables. User can choose to view the 

timetable needed, and it will display in manner of tabular which predefined in the early 

stage. 

File Help 

ASM - Asembly 
TB - Time Break 
OTH - Others Event 

l021 - Teacher PnWong 
T02B - Teacher Pn Bidayu 
T024 - Teacher Mr Mohd Salib 
T023 - Teacher Mr Mohd Kadir 
T020 - Teacher Pn Nor Falz 
T026 - Teacher Mr Guan 
T019 - Teacher Miss Khor 
T025 - Teacher Mr Hong 
T022 • Teacher Pn Sutl 
TOU - TeacherMissYou 

Predefine 
Schedule 

Teacher Timetable student Timetable 

Feature 
Classroom: Generate 

[i;~ p,--~1;~-~~~-~~--~n:~ · -=i~~~lr·~-1~8 - PS~r~;~~~8 \~~ ~~ 1~c~-\ 
~-i~f_'~-~---~_2_; __ !@<_!_ g~-;~j4_.--.m:{_~24 _:f~:-.-~ j~~T~-~5 \h~~~6 -b~! 
l[[loW{=\il!tN~i~~:;:::::~~~~_: ~- - --!~~:;,' - I:~~:;: fo~~' rn~~= :____::~ -~ - ··--·=· · 111 · · ~ 1 ·· .1 ~ 

References 
NA - Slot Not Available T01B - Teacher Miss Norisma 

I 
t_ 

Figure 5.5: Sample interface for user data input 

]; 
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5.2.6 Graphic User Interface 

The data input screens are almost same view show in Figure 5.4. For the output 

view timetable screen is same view show in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. This maybe the 

suitable display or look to the user. This project is also include Main Menu, few data 

input screens, choose which timetable to display screen, timetable view screen, and else. 

, I 
1 

- • 1 
\ 

r· Add l ! RemlMl l 1 Remove All I 

Figure 5.6: Sample of friendly user interface for teacher input 
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5.3 System Architecture 

This project is developing using one-tier system architecture. One-tier system 

architecture is chosen because of no interacting client with the timetabling tool. The 

timetabling tool is a stand alone tool that only involve user in one computer. 

This type of architecture can be explained best, as single computer that performs 

and deals with all the data, processing and presentation components of the system and 

outputs are passed to single dumb terminal. The below diagram will help explain this 

architecture. 

PROC[SSJNG 

J Dumb Tcuuiuu I '''.DAT File 
,_ O/\'fA " 

~ 
US[R 

lf\'J F~HF J\CE 

Figure 5.7: One Tier Architecture used in this project 
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5.4 System Flowchart 

User input 

( Create initialize random population ) 

\,,----]_--- -~ 

Evaluate each fitness to each cbromosorne in the 
population 

- 

.. 

_____ J __ ~---- 
__,---,_..- -·-:..._,_,_ ------ 

-=~====- Is the stop criterion satisfies? ----=--:.~-· 
- -----.-- .... ----.-,_,____ -- _,_. -#~---i- --i~-- 

Use genetic operator to produce new population 

i 
While( counter < populauon size) 

- l 
[ Select two member chromosome 

Perform crossover with probability, Pc 

I r- Insert new into new population 

:Figure 5.8: Flowchart for system design 

I Decode 
""1 chromosome 
I 

Display output 1 _ __,_ __ _,,/ 
l 

\ 
Stop 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter is describing the conceptual and technical design of the whole 

system. It covers process flow chart, user interfaces and structure charts. Each of the 

modules is designed base on the functional and non - functional requirement in Chapter 

4 system analysis. 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 

6.1 System Implementation 

System implementation in software development is a process to convert system 

requirements into program codes. It also contains further implement information for the 

system. All requirements determine in Chapter 4 system analysis and Chapter 5 system 

design will convert it to the programming language. The programming language used to 

develop the system is JAVA. 

6.2 Changes on System 

The few changes during the system implementation which in user input and 

encodes an individual are in population. 

6.2.1 User Input 

In order let user to key in data one by one every time, the predefine mode is 

created. Predefine mode data will hold in a temporary data file and load back every time 

start up or run the system. It let user save time to re-enter the detail will not change 

rapidly. User only needed to choose the data select from combo box in schedule mode 

and special mode without key in any data. 

6.2.2 Encode an individual's in population 

First, the individual's in population was encoding in the manner of an object 

which will create an object array for a population. Then, the encode individual were 
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implemented to encode it in the manner of a string which will create a string array for a 

population. The string is encoded used integer value for each substring. Size of saving 

the array object data in data file is larger if compare to save an array string. During the 

system process, the string only needed to compare integer value between individual's 

and else. Comparing integer value is faster than comparing the words or alphabet. 

6.3 Coding 

The coding stage is right after system design. All of the design specification will 

be converting to code to program a system. 

6.3.1 Coding Login Module 

The code of simple login module was located in Login.java file. 

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) { 
if (e.getSource() =o= cmdOk){ 

if ( txtUsername. get Text (). compareTo(" ") ""0 11 txtPassword .getPassword(). l enq th=vf ){ 
//Invalid input 
msgbox. showMessageDialog ( nu I L "Please enter the usernene and password again. 

, "alert", JOpt ionPane. ERROR_MESSAGE); 
} 
else if (txtUsername.getText() .compareTo( "Admin" )"=O &&, CheckPassword( 

txtPassword.getPassword())){ 
/ / lv::;cd,':cG gra.n ted 
MainPage TF" new MainPage(); 
setVisible(false); 

} 
else{ 

/ /1>1roncr Uaernane end P;:J.ssword 
msgbox~ showMessageDia.log (nul L "Invalid Usernane and Pa.ssword. P Lease try 

t:i,gain", "alert", JOpt ionPane. ERROR_HESSAGE), 
} 

} 

if (e.getSource() cmdCancel){ 
System.exit(O); 

} 

Figure 6.1 Login module Java source codes 
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6.3.2 Saving and Open Data File 

This features is use to read and write a data file. Below is the code to read and 

write the data file. The java involve saving and open data are clsSaveFileData.java, and 

clsCollectionPopulation.java. 

public void sa.vaFileMode(File fHame) throw;; IOEzception{ 
ObjectOutputStrea.m out = new ObjectOutputStrea.rrt(new FileOutputStrea.m( O!ame)); 
out.writeObject(clsSFD); 
out. close(); 

} 

public void loadFileMode(File fName) t hr-ovs IOEzception, Cla.ssHotFoundEzception 
{ 

ObjectinputStream inp ee new ObjectinputStrea.m(new FileinputStream( fl!ame)); 
clsSFD = (clsSaveFileData)inp.readObject(); 
inp. close(); 

} 

Figure 6.2 Save and open a data file 

6.3.3 Minimize Usage of Memory Block 

Each time create a new array will build a memory block. Expand the memory 

block while the memory spaces are needed. It also can avoid waste memory. First, 

define an array with 1 element. While needed to add new data to array, the array will be 

added one memory space into array. This can save more memory for the system during 

the process. 

public void redim.ArrayslistChromo( ){ 
String[] sTemplistArra.y; 
inti; 
sTempListArray "'new String [slistChromo.length]; 
sTemplistArray = slistChromo; 

slistChromo =new String [slistChromo.length+l]; 
for( i=O; i<sTemplistArra.y. length; i++) { 

slistChromo[i] = sTemplistArray[i]; 
} 

} 

Figure 6.3 Redefine an array element 
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6.3.4 User Input 

There have few input screen which let user to key in and control the data .. The 

java file involve user input module as Table 6.1 below. The entire user input interface 

implemented with user friendly interfaces. 

Table 6.1: Description of user inputjava file 

File Name Description 

ClassroomForm.java This file is let user key in the classroom information. 

clsSaveFileData.java This is the class object use to save all the detail. 

Entry Predefine.java Create JTabbedPane for Predefine form. 

Entry PredefineSubject.j ava Create JTabbedPane for Subject form. 

EntryPredefineTimetable.java Create JTabbedPane for Timetable form. 

ScheduleForm.java This file is let user choose relevant information to 

create new population. 

SpecialF eature 1 .j ava This file is let user choose relevant information to 

define which period unused for a subject. 

SubjectForm.java This file is let user key in the Subject information. 

TeacherF orm.j ava This file is let user key in the Teacher information. 

TimetableF orm.java This file is let user key in the Timetable information. 
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User Interface for Input Screen 

fi411@itidm3~i4Urtlmmrmt :: 
File Help 
_.__------·-~' 

I 
Prnctefine . I. l-eacheC l ~ubJect 
Schedule Ii 

\ -Special Featliie- I! 
i - - Generate Ii 
r - A~aiifSis_ - jl Teacher Name: I 

Hesult .i 

Ii ,, 'T,i.;-· 
11 \1 ~'.Pn. Khor 
i 12 _1Pn. Ling 

•'Classroom Timetable 

Teacher !\Jame 

'Pn Soraya Pn sur~ya Vl/ati 1.4 
I ,5 

1t 
15 
!7 

,1 8 

Ii 
's 
fl!) 

I 
1·1 

'· i12 
I 113 

I 14 

I •, - 
I: 
I! 
11 

11 

1: 

ti/liss Positi'wan 
1Miss Manis·-· 
Miss Hanis 
'Mtss SOra\•Vati 
,Mr Mohd R:dzu.an 
1Mr Bombay · 
iMr Mohd F azrt 
M.r Mohd Fazan 

1MrMon 

,MrG011 

Adll Fwmove Rnmm11il\ll 

Figure 6.4: User interface for predefine teacher information 

File Help 

Prnllefimi 
Schedule 

Special Feirturn 
Generate 

Analysis 

Result 

Form 1 I Form 2 f Fmm 3 I Form •l Fonn!i 

Subject Name: , 

Credit Hour: 1 
Package No: : 1 

I l·Jo Sub1oct Name Crc•dlt Hour POICl<~()O )•;o I h BM ,6 ,1 

lz jBI '5 'I 

13 BC i4 1 

'4 1MM ,7 
)5 jGEO 13 I 

,6 SC I~ 1 
\7 KH 11 
,8 PM 13 
19 jSL 2 
:10 1SJ 3 i1 
i·11 r,,I 12 1 

i 
I 
I 

Add Hnmmre HmntM~ All 

Figure 6.5: User interface for predefine subject information 

-LJ_aj 
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Package No Tot~I craaarocm 

Add I I RernO'\/C j I Hernmro All 

..... - I 
Lall Name 

Add 

Figure 6.6: User interface for predefine classroom information 

dWi·'''#'w'mtn~mmn•mana:mmw•c·1-r: 
File Hel11 

Predefine 

Scheduh~ 

s1:1ecial l'eature 
Generate 

RemCM~ All 

Analysis 

Result 
PS P9 P10 

Pacl<age No ! 
l5o 

Timetable Data 
0002000000000200000000 .. 

Total Period 

View 
. 1 

Add Hemovo 

Figure 6.7: User interface for predefine timetable information 
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File Help 
/~- --- ,_...,.__ .. 

k-~~:~~ 
[·"'s11ecia1 Feature 
[ -Gener;,te 
I. Analysis 
I Result 

Schedule Teacher with subject 

Teacher Name :Pn. l\lmr 
Subject to Teach'Form1 P1 BM H6 

Frequency 

f No 'Teacher .. i·4arne'. 
Ii ;Pn Kr1or :1 
!2 .Pn. Linq 11 
iJ . •Pr1 S•:1raya V'L ~i 
!"4 ~-;t•.11is_S}='osit!w . ·;1 
f 5 ;Pn Soray8 c1 
:6 1Miss Hanis )1 
l~r ~Miss i1ilanis 11 IB iMiss Manis · ,1 
;9 1Miss Sora-vvati 11 
i1 [1 Miss Sorawati 11 
f11 ir1.•1iss Harii:3 !1 
!"-12 ]tv1r-M0hrJ F'l'.id~_-··i2- 
jn iMr Mohd Fazif j2 
It 4 )vfr Borr1bav I 2 
,.,, r ••·· ••-•- _, r--·-··r,.., 

r orrn Package !\lo Subject Narne Credit Hour I F1'cquencv I i 
1 BM 6 2 

,1 Bl 5 2 
:1 MM l ,2 
h 'GEO 3 '2 
:1 BC 2 
1 KH 3 :2 
1 SC 5 '2 

l1 SJ 13 2 

11 PM 3 12 
1 ?J '2 '2 

·1 SI_ 2 

11 BM 6 :1 
11 BC :4 I 
11 Bl :5 

Add Rem011e rwmovo All 

Figure 6.8: User interface for schedule information 

File Hel1• 

Predefine 
Schedule 

S1•ecial Feature 

Genurate 
Analysis 
Hes ult 

Subject: Form1 P1 PJ H2 "' 

P!! P10 P7 PO P1 P2 PJ P4 P5 Pll --- --- ··-- ----- 
Mon 
Tue 
Wed 

Thu 
fl'i 

Color Representation 
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Figure 6.9: User interfacefor special feature information 
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Figure 6.10: User interface generate form 

6.3.5 Application Genetic Algorithm 

Table 6.2: Description of application genetic algorithm java file 

File Name Description 

This file used to control all form exist in a 
- 

clsSchool.java 

school. Genetic algorithms for checking 

the criterion is available here. Genetic 

operator also performs here. 

clsForm.java This file controls the information in one 

form. It will generate out a set of 

classroom in respect manner. 

clsClassroom.j ava This file controls the information in one 

classroom such as subject to teach, period 
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used for each subject an else. 

clsPeriod.java This file combine the pieces generated by 

clsPeriodl.java into bit string which follow 

the subject credit for each of the subject in 

each classroom. 

-- ···-- 
clsPeriodl.java This file generate the one week period into 

small pieces in the manner of bit string . 

6.3.6 Display of Analysis Process 

The codes for the display of analysis process are included m 

AnalysisViewStudentJava, and AnalysisViewTeacher.java. User can view the process 

according to teacher or classroom. The interfaces design for display result show in figure 

6.11 for analysis teacher timetables and figure 6.12 for analysis student timetables. 

WJ!\i§di·H-N''mtlMMfiGlfiS*fift7tt't.ftCII!i - 
File Meli> 

-L 12:<1 

Analysis 
Result 

I Ji leacher nmetable j student Tlmetahle 
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,, Thu 1BM F1 P1 C1 [BM F'I F'1 C1 BM Fl P1 C2,BM F1 P1 C2 TB 

1

1)11 hi ,o~ l to (I 'l\SM TB 
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Figure 6.11: User interface/or analysis process ofteacher timetable 
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Figure 6.12: User interface for analysis process of student timetable 

6.3. 7 Display Result 

The codes for the display of analysis process are included m 

ViewStudentMode.java, and ViewTeacherMode.java. User can view the result for each 

of the timetable according to teacher or classroom. The interfaces design for result 

display show in figure 6.13 for teacher timetables and figure 6.14 for student/classroom 

timetables. 
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Figure 6.13: User interface for teacher timetable result 
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6.3.8 System Performance 

The system can generate a set of output in a few seconds. If the population of 

individual's become largest, the process time is still mot more than 5 minutes. The 

respected time to solve a whole set of population must be less or not more the half an 

hour. 

6.4 System Integration 

All of the module will combine become a complete system. Some logical errors 

were occurring during the combination. The logical error was fixed after full system 

testing. 

6.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter is about transform the design specification into the programming 

languages. Each of the module was create refer to the specification define in Chapter 4 

and Chapter 5. The way of convert to programming language is stated in each stage. 

Finally, all of the module will combine become a complete system. 
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Chapter 7: System Testing 

7.1 System Testing 

System testing in this project divided to two parts which is component testing 

during the developing process and full system testing for the production. Full system 

testing was done in complete system to ensure that no logical error or bugs existing in 

the system. 

System testing also determines weather the system was archive goal and fulfills 

all functional requirement and non-functional requirement. 

7.2 Testing Phase 

There are four type of testing performed during this project system development 

which is Automatic Timetabling MSSUGA version 1.00. 

4 Type of testing 

• Acceptable testing result, 

• Unit testing, 

• Integration testing, and 

• Full system testing 

7.2.1 Acceptable Testing Result 

The result is acceptable only if the system satisfying all the constraints which has 

being defined and the functional and non-functional requirement. The constraints must 

fully satisfy are fixed constraints and hard constraints, while soft constraints were 
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optional. The output result will generate output the optimum timetables, and not the best 

timetables. There was several of optimum output for the same set of testing result. 

7.2.2 Unit Testing 

Unit testing also called component testing. Unit testing perform during 

implementation the functional and non-functional module. Each of the module will be 

tested to get expect output. This type of testing can surely test the module haven't 

logical error or not. It was very useful in this project. 

7.2.3 Integration Testing 

Integration testing always performed during combine the entire functional 

module to be a complete system. During the integration process might be occur some 

logical error. Integrating testing is used to eliminate all those errors occurred. 

7.2.4 Full System Testing 

Full system testing is use to test overall of the performance and the expected 

outcome for the system. This was important to do full system testing before publish the 

system to the market. Full system testing will test the expected output for the system and 

looking for logical error and bugs. Few set of testing data will be prepared to test the 

system and check the expected output. 
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7.3 Testing Result 

The system was test using the information below: 

);;> Teacher used: 28 people 

);;> Subject used: Forml Packagel 11 subjects, Fonn2 Package l l 1 subjects, 

Form3 Packagel 11 subjects, Form4 Packagel 12 subjects, Form4 

Package 1 12 subjects, and Form 5 Package l 12 subjects. 

);;> Classroom used: Forml 2 classrooms and Form2 to Form5 each form 1 

classroom 

);;> Timetable used: Define expect timetable format and content. 

);;> Schedule: There were around 80 individual's create in a population. 

);;> Special feature: There were defining Forml Packagel PJ only available for 

period 6 to 10 each day. 

The result of each population for student timetable has shown as below: 

P1 I P2 P3 
1 

P4 l IJ5 P6 P7 PS pg P10 P11 
lo ., I 

ASM I 1BIO T020 BIO T020 TB 0 KM T020 KM T020 SEJ T024 SEJT024 STT025 
0 'o 10 ·o \TB SEJ T024 KM T020 ,KM T020 0 0 ;o 
FZT023 :rzto23 0 'o 1TB 'MM T026 0 0 BIOT020 BIOT020 MM T026 
0 :o 'O 0 'TB 'O FZT023 FZT023 MMT026 MM T026 0 
0 Jo 10 :o !TB MM T026 STT025 STT025 0 0 'i~A 

Figure 7.1: Testing result of population 1 for student timetable 

P1 i P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 PB pg P10 F111 I 
A.SM 'o :sEJ T024 SEJ T024 TB 0 KM T020 l<M T020 0 0 STT025 

!BM T019 
I 

BMT019 1BI T021 Bl T021 ITB SEJT024 l<M T020 l<M T020 PM T028 PM T028 BC T027 
FiT023 iFZT023 'O 0 ITB MM T026 BC T027 BC T027 0 0 MM T026 

:FZT023 ;BCT027 BC T027 TB PM T028 BM T019 BM T019 MM T026 MM T026 
j 

FZ T023 BIT021 
BIT021 iBIT021 BMT019 BM T019 !TB MM T026 STT025 8TT025 0 0 NA 

Figure 7.2: Testing result of population 2 for student timetable 
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i P1 I P2 i - P3 P4 P5 
IAsf~ - --'sTo ro20- -;SEJ To24 .sETf024 1TB 
isrfoir- '.BTti:i2r-- ;Bti.fToi9 - -sr~(fbTg ---ts - 
iF:ZT1123 - -,Fifo2T-- :0-- - - O ~ :TB 
hT023 ---rzfc12T '.8CT027- - B(fa27- ~TB 
~MT019 :-B-!1iTC1H1 - '81 f02f 81 T021 - iTB 
L_ !~----- - . -- ~--·- -- - ! 

P6 P7 
BIO T020 VJ1il T020 
SEJ T024 Kr,,1 T020 
MMT026 BC T027 

BMT019 
STT025 

- i 
P8 pg P10 J P11 

KMT020 'P,JTOT8 P.J T018 PTD25 
KM T020 PM T028 PtiAT028 BC TCl27 
BC T027 810 T020 810 T020 T026 
BM T019 MM T026 MM T026 · '81T021 
STT025 .0 'NI~ 

Figure 7.3: Testing result of population 3 for student timetable 

I P1 P2 : P3 I P4 
I_. __ - - - . - --1 -- - 
1ASM 'BIO T020 ,SEJ T024 ,SE.J T024 1TB 
:e1 T021 1Eil f'c121 :~n T022 MTT022 TB 
:Fno23 - ,FZfo2~ - :o -- ,o TB 
fZTD23 ,FZT023 'BC T027 tc T027 iTB 
~~~!Q2f- r~!TT@__ :s1 fo21 Bl T02l TB 

PMT028 
,t,~M T026 

P5 P6 
BIO T020 
SEJ T024 
MM T026 
,PM T028 
MM T026 

P? 
KM T020 
KM T020 
BC T027 
0 
,STT025 

P8 
KM T020 
KM T020 
BC T027 
0 
STT025 

pg 
.P.JT018 
PM T028 
BIO T020 

1MM 
T026 

0 

P10 
P.J T018 
PM T02fJ 
BIO T020 
MM TfJ26 
0 

! f111 
8TT025 
'BC T027 
1MM T026 
'Bl T021 
l~A 

Figure 7.4: Testing result ofpopulation 4 for student timetable 

r I 
- 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P" pg P10 P11 I 0 
I. -- 

-1MTT022 BIO T020 
I• 

ASM 1810 T020 MTT022 ,TB KM T020 l<M T020 ,PJT018 P.JT01:3 STT025 
!BIT021 181 T021 lo 0 TB .SEJ T024 KM T020 l<M T020 .PM T028 PM T028 'BC T027 
I 'o iFZ T023 ;FZT023 :o 

1TB MM T026 BC T027 BC T027 .BIO T020 BIO mo MMT026 

i~Z T023 1FZT023 '.BC T027 BCT02T TB PM T028 MTT022 MTT022 MM T026 MM T026 Bl T021 
,o ~;o 1BIT021 BIT021 TB MM T026 STT025 STT025 SEJ T024 SE.J T024 I~!\ 

! . 

Figure 7.5: Testing result of population 5 for student timetable 

I P1 I P2 i P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 pg P10 P11 
iFZTOi: 

I I 

ASM MTT022 MTT022 'TB .FZT023 KM T020 l<M T020 PJT018 PJ T018 STT025 
!BIT021 :Bl T021 lo :o 1TB ISEJ T024 KM T020 KM T020 PM T028 PM T028 BC T027 
I 'n '.o TB MM T026 BC T027 BC T027 1[1 0 I- FZ T023 FZT023 MM T026 

'o '0 'BC T027 BC T027 TB PM T028 MTT022 MTT022 MM T025 MM T026 Bl T021 
! io :o '.Bl T021 BIT021 JB ,MMT026 STT025 STT025 SEJ T024 SEJ T024 NA 

Figure 7.6: Testing result of population 6for student timetable 

P1 P2 I P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 PS pg P10 P1·1 
:MTT022 MTT022 

i 

'.ASM FZT023 TB F Z T023 KM T020 l<M T020 PJ T018 PJTOl8 STT025 
Bl T021 ,Bl T021 io 0 ;TB SEJ 1024 KMT020 l<M T020 PM T028 PM T028 BC T027 

! 
;BIO T020 '.BIO T020 ,O 0 TB MMT026 BC T027 BC T027 FZT023 FZT023 MM T026 
I BCT027 'BC T027 1TB PM T028 MTT022 'BIO T020 ,BIOT020 MTT022 MM T026 MMT026 BIT021 
"o :o '.Bl T021 BIT021 TB MMT026 STT025 STT025 SEJ T024 SE.JT024 l~A 

I 

Figure 7.7: Testing result ofpopulation Zfor student. timetable 
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'BIT021 
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Figure 7.8: Testing result of population 8 for student timetable 

The result from figure 7.1 to figure 7.8 was Form5 Packagel Classroorn l 

timetable. In the result, it shows that each of the subjects is in group of couple or in 

single subject. There are no gaps between subjects each day. This was satisfying the one 

of the soft constraints which "class must no gaps between periods". 

Furthermore, the result show that the assembly, time break, and NA (unused 

period) is fixed. This might archive one of the fixed constraints which is defined as 

"some period are reserved for specific activities". Subsequently, the period also fixed in 

the timetable which means "each of period (timeslots) is determining with week of day 

and range of time" is used. 

Actually, the students will allocate to a classroom and will be fixed in that 

classroom in the whole year study. So that, the students wouldn't be assign in to two 

classrooms in school. The classroom timetables only have all relevant subjects without 

repeating the subject twice. As the result in figure 7 .8, the final timetable only has 12 

unique subjects in a classroom and in will satisfy the hard constraints "No student can 

assign more that one subject at same period". 
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,MM T004 KH T007 
1- - r-r-": • ···- 'i31.foo2 ···-TBI T002 -· 
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Figure 7.9: Final resultfor Form] Package I Classroom] 

r Pl P2 
-----! 

P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 PB P9 I 1'10 
1··- 8( T006 VHT007 ,l<H T(16t !TB iPM T008 BIT002 81 T002 8MT001 ,BM T001 ;NA, 

1MM T004 
11Jt11fT004 S.J T006 18.1 TCl06 .TB .GEOT005 'P.J T008 PJ T008 SL TOO? SL TOO? 

lsi~ TOlJEi :scfoo6 ·:arv1 rcio1 [BM T0-01- TB MMT004 'GEO T005 .GEO T005 BIT002 ,811002 
Ir;·,·---·. ·--1-"-·--- -~ - - - < -- 

.BCT003 S.J T006 
1.~c T006 1SC T006 BC T003 1TB PM T008 PM T008 'MM T004 MM T004 

:Be T003 i~C,_T003 ,r<HTOD7 'i\SM JB ,Bl T002 BM T001 BMT00'1 MM T004 MMT004 
' - 

Figure 7.10: Final result/or Form] Package] Classroom2 

In figure 7.9 and figure 7.10 was shown that the PJ subject is in the range of 

period 6 to period 10 which is define in the special feature mode. This prove that the 

system manage to allocation the subject to the period that were satisfy. In means the 

system can perform the fixed constraints which are "Some subject only valid in specific 

period". 

Further, only one teacher will assign to each period in classroom timetable. This 

can see in figure 7.10. There have not more the one teacher assign to each period. In 

means the system is satisfying the hard constraints "Two or more teacher cannot attend 

in one class at same time". 

I P1 . P2 I P3 1'4 
1ASM BM F4 Pl C110 0 TFJ 
t '" L I 

BMF4P1 C1 BMF4P1 C1 BMF5P1 C1 BMF5P1 C1 TB 
' ' ;o 0 BMF4P1C1BMF4P1C1TB 
'O 0 10 0 TB 
' J 
,BM F5 Pl C1 ,BM F5 P1 C1 :o 0 TB 

PS PG Pl P8 pg P10 P11 
BM F4 P1 C1 BM F4 P2 C1 BM F4P2 C1 0 0 
0 0 'O BM F 4 P2 C1 BM F 4 P2 C1 0 
0 0 0 8MF4P2C1 BMF4P2C1:o 
0 .o 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 NA 

Figure 7.11: Final resultfor Teacher Miss Khor (TOIY) 
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In figure 7 .11 shows that the teacher timetable result. The teacher timetable was 

assign with the subject without crash. On of the checking criteria of application genetic 

algorithm in the program was used this timetable to check weather the subject can 

allocate into the teacher timetable. So that, the timetable was no conflict and teacher can 

assign two classrooms at the same period. This was satisfying the hard constraints 

"Same teacher cannot teach more than one classroom at same time". 

7.4 Chapter Summary 

System testing was performed on the Automatic Timetabling MSSUGA version 

1.00 tool. The system was satisfying all the constraints which define in chapter 4 system 

analysis. It also performs will in all functional and non-functional requirements. The 

Automatic Timetabling MSSUGA has archive the expected outcome which stated in 

Chapter 1 introduction. 
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Chapter 8: System Evaluation 

8.1 Problems Encountered and Solutions 

Some problem was encounter during the process of developing system. Those 

occurring problems such as analysis information, system implementation, system testing 

and else. Each of those has been solved assist by lecturers, friends and searching 

information through books or internet services. Those problem will be detail explain in 

later section of this chapter. 

8.1.1 Analysis Information 

At the beginning, the author was lack of knowledge about scheduling school 

timetable using genetic algorithm methods. It is very hard to analysis the information 

gather from journals, articles, books, and internet. The author doesn't know which 

information needed or important and which information is not because genetic algorithm 

method is something new in author knowledge. After getting the help from supervisor 

and discuss with friend, the author have some brief idea to emphasis and analysis the 

information. 

8.1.2 Lack of Knowledge in Using the Programming Language 

The system is developing using Java programming language. Because lack of 

knowledge in using java, the author facing the problem during system implementation. 

The author was study many java programming books and searching examples through 
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the internet and it assist author to create the user interface using coding without assisting 

drag and drop workspace provide by the java programming software. 

8.1.3 Inexperience in Scheduling School Timetable 

Since the author doesn't have the experience in scheduling the school timetable. 

It let the author hardly design the output result which the user wanted. After analysis the 

timetables collect from students, the author have get the idea to showing the data output 

result. 

8.2 System Strengths 

The Automatic timetabling MSSUGA version 1.00 strengths were discussed in 

the later section. 

8.2.1 User Friendly Interface 

The system have friendly interface which let user easy to use. Those interface is 

quiet simple and provide predefine mode to let user define the data for future use. The 

predefine mode only have to define one times if and only if not data information wanted 

to change. User only needs to manage the schedule mode and special feature mode only 

for process the output result. 
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8.2.2 Fast Respond Time 

The system produces the result within a short period. If the population is less 

than 10000 individuals, the respond time is just few seconds only. The respond time will 

be increased while individual's in population is increasing. Increasing large amount of 

individual's in population make respond time increased little only. 

8.2.3 Data Saving 

The system provide services for saving data to * .dat file format. This will let user 

access back the result generates from the previous time. User also can use back the data 

to generate new optimum timetable. 

8.2.4 Message Prompt 

The system provides the message prompt up to let user know the information and 

error message. When user wants to add and remove the data, the system will prompt up 

the message to let user confirm the action. When user have key in wrong information, 

the alert message will prompt up to let user know. 

8.2.5 Reliable 

The system was reliable because it will produce an output result that meets all 

the constraints of the timetable and free conflict timetable. Output produced in the 

respect time. 
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8.3 System Limitation 

The Automatic timetabling MSSUGA version 1.00 strengths were discussed in 

the later section. 

8.3.1 Natural Language Used 

Only English version is provide in this Automatic timetabling MSSUGA version 

1.00. User might be not familiar with English, so don't know how to manage the system. 

8.3.2 Secondary School 

Not all the school was suitable to use this system because some of the school 

timetable problem was difference with the system timetabling problem defined. Only 

suitable used in the school that fulfill the functional and non-functional requirement 

same as the system defined. There might be some special feature is not perform in this 

system. Furthermore, the school must provide enough teachers and, classrooms to Jet the 

system generate the timetables. If not, the process wouldn't be run. 

8.4 Future Enhancement 

This section was discussed the enhancement for the system in future time. Later 

section will discuss what can be enhancing to the system in the future. 

8.4.1 Increase the constraints 

There might be a lot of constraints haven't implemented in the system. For future, 

the system will enhanced with more constraints. This will let more secondary school can 
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use this system to scheduling timetables. This was an idea to group all the secondary 

school in Malaysia can use the same system to schedule the timetables. 

8.4.2 Adding More Feature 

Automatic timetabling MSSUGA tool needs a printing feature to print out the 

timetables. It might need to implement a report module to print the relevant timetable. 

Other needed feature have to enhance the system and let the system functionality 

increased. 

8.5 Conclusion 

This chapter were discussed the problem encounter during the development 

process. It also discussed about the system strength and system limitation for Automatic 

timetabling MSSUGA version 1.00 tools. In the last section was discussed the future 

enhancement for this system. 
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Appendix I - User Manual 

Introduction 

Automatic Timetabling tool MSSUGA is a tool used to schedule timetable in 

Malaysian secondary school. This program was applying genetic algorithm method to 

generate optimum solution. This manual was creating to assist user to manage the 

program easily. 

How to start a new project I existing project 

ftlo Holf) 

[ 

Now PrnJUCI 
Open E:i<150nu Pr oJoct 

CIO&.O 

Automatic Timetabling Tool MSSUGA Version 100 

Figure Al.1: Main page interface 

File > New Project 

This option was used to create a new project. 

File > Open Existing Project 

This option was used to open an existing project which previous created. 
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File> Close 

This option was used to terminate or close a program. 

Help >About Program 

This option was used to show brief detail about this program. 

How to use the predefine teacher mode 

d@'i.tiitUNiMf§ffi§@M§6L\illpi·\i##fr11l"Bi -,L l ><j 

Predetlno 
Schefiule 

I S.1e.cia1 r'eanue 
Generate 

1 fl1.1cher Suhjett Cl:assrl)om l itt•C1'abl~ 

Anatysis roacner Narnfl: ! 

He suit 

No 
1 Pn. Khor 
2 Pn. UnQ 
3 Pn Soraya 
4 Pn Su1·aya vvetr 

M!!::>S PO$ltlwttn 
MISS 11.11anla 

7 MlSS Hanis 
0 Mt·3s sort~woll 
9 Ml' MO~ld HldZW!H) 
10 Mr8Qrril)l'.JY 

111 Mr Mohd Fa::lr 
12 MrMol1d r:o:z.rin 
13 Mr Mon 
14 MrOOl1 
,,. 

lton111V1) l\ll 

Figure Al.2: Predefine teacher interface 

Predefine> Teacher 

This option was created to let user key m the teacher name who involve 111 

teaching. 

• "Teacher Name" - Enter full teacher name in the box. 

• "Add" button - Add new item which filled in Teacher Name box into table. 

• "Remove" button - Select an item in table first and delete the item after clicking 

Remove" button. 

• "Remove All" button· Remove all item in table utter clickin • this button. 
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How to use the predefine subject mode 

: -UlSl 

' Predefine 

t. Schedule 
f Special Feature 
I Generate 
[- Analysis 

Result 

Teacher Sunject Classroom Timetable 

Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 4 Form !i 

Suhjed Name: 
Credn Hour: 1 ..,. 

Package No: 1 "' 

N1) Subject Name 
1 .BM 
2 Bl 

BC 
MM 
GEO 
SC 
l<H 
PM 

9 SL 
10 SJ 
11 PJ 

Credit Hour 

Athl nmnuvn All 

Figure Al.3: Predefine subject interface 

Predefine> Subject> Form 1 (Same as Form 2 to Form 5) 

This option was created to let user key in the subject will taught by teacher in 

school depend on each form. "Package No" created to let use key in a group of subject if 

one form exist more the one package. 

• "Subject Name" - Enter subject name in the box. 

• "Credit Hour" - Choose how many periods wi] l teach for each subject. ( l -9) 

• "Package No" - Choose one of the value to represent package of subject. ( 1-9) 

• "Add" button - Add new item which filled in Teacher Name box into table. 

• "Remove" button - Select an item in table first Hod delete the item after clicking 

Remove" button. 

• "Remove All" button - Remove all item in table after clicking this button. 
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How to use the predefine classroom mode 

@111i@jf.1DiiM§#fiM@l;[jilft·\'i§iJj·J,ilH1i 
File Help 

i Predefine 
Schedule 

Teacher ' Subject Classroom I Timetable 

f _Special Feature :: . 
· Gener ate form. 
f l\nalj/Sis ' Package No: 
I 

1 • 

l '..- 

He suit Tat al Classroom: 0 1 • 

NO 
·1 
2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 4 
6 5 

Form 

Add Rem!MlAll 

Lab N11me: 

No Lab Namo 

lltld RmmM.t RemtMll\11 

Figure Al.4: Predefine classroom interface 

Predefine > Classroom 

This option was created to let used to key in the classroom and lab will use for 

the school. 

• "Form" - Choose which form classroom you want. (1-5) 

• "Package No: - Choose one of the values to represent. package of subject. ( 1-9) 

• "Total Classroom" - Choose how many classrooms used for each form and each 

package. (0-20) 

• "Lab Name" - Enter lab name in the box. 

• "Add" button - Add new item which filled in Teacher Name box into table. 

• "Remove" button - Select an item in table first and delete the item after clickin • 

Remove" button. 

• "Remove All" button - Remove all item in table after clicking this button. 
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How to use the predefine timetable mod€ 

.v, Ajltomatic Timetabling Tool MSSUGA Yl!1'5ioll 100 _-J-1~ 
File Help 

l Predefine 
Schedule 

Special Feature 

I Generate 
f __ Analysis 

I Result 

' Teacher Suhject Classroom Tin!elable 

' I Form 1 Form 2 , Form 3 For<T' 4 Form 5 

_ I Package No: 1 • 

I Format Timatahle: 5 x 10 • 

P1 P2 P3 P4 ,05 P6 P7 PO P9 P10 

Mon - I I ! 

Tue 

-1 t 
~ 

Wed I 
Thu i 

Fri 1 
Color He1iresentallon 

Normal Period 
Assemhly 

Unuse Period 
Others 

Time Break 

No ,, Packaoe No 
Total Period 1unetable lJ ta 

, 0002000000000200000000 . 

AtM l«Jltl<MlAll 

Figure Al.5: Predefine timetable interface 

Predefine> Timetable> Form 1 (Same aJ Form 2 to Form 5) 

This option was created to let ~r key the timetable format for each form and 

each format. 

• "Package No" - Choose one of tPe values to represent package of subject. ( 1-9) 

Format Timetable - Choose the £01mat of timetable. The value chosen depend 011 • 
maximum period in each day. (1 0 --- 13) 

• "Add" button - Add new item wv-i'h filled in Teacher Name box into table. 

• "Remove" button - Select an ite~ in table first and delete the item after clicking 

Remove" button. 

• 
"R All" b - 1.1 item in table after clicking this button . 

emove utton • Remove ~ 
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How to use the predefine timetable mode 

Q·tt1MDMf§ftjtjittfii@l§t\iilft·iiJl,1i.J,11u,1 ==: File Help 

Predefine . T eacner Subject Classroom I Timetable , 
Schedule 

- Form 1 
1 

Form 2 Form 3 Form ~ Form 5 
Special Feature 

Generate 
Analysis 
Result 

Package Nu: 1 ,.. 

Format Timatabte: 5 X 10 .... 

P3 P4 P5 P6 Pl PO P9 
I 

P10 
Mon 
Tue 
Wed 
Thu 
Fri 

P1 P2 - :-~ t 
Color Represe11tat1on 

Assembly 
others 

No 
1 

PacKaga No Total Period T1rnetable Data 
1 0002000000000200000000 .. eo 

View Ad<t Rcmc.M:t All 

Figure Al.5: Predefine timetable interface 

Predefine> Timetable> Form 1(Same11s Form 2 to Form 5) 

This option was created to let user key the timetable format for each form and 

each format. 

• "Package No" - Choose one of the values to represent package of subject. ( 1-9) 

• Format Timetable - Choose the format of timetable. The value chosen depend on 

maximum period in each day. (10- 13) 

• "Add" button - Add new item which filled in Teacher Name box into table. 

• "Remove" button - Select an item in table first and delete the item after clicking 

Remove" button. 

• "Remove All" button - Remove all item in table after clicking this button. 
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How to use the schedule mode 

Q£lilMifltiiMtjM¢t!l!ffii!R·tM®'l1l1I 
File Help 

Predefine 
Schettule 

Stiecial Feature 
Generate 
Anatysis 
Resu~ 

Schedule Teacher with subjacl 

Teacher Narne Pn. Kt10r 

Subject to Teach Form1 P1 BM Htl • 

Frequenc.-y , "'" 

No Teacher Name Forrn Pack~ge t·~o 811b1ect tJ~)rne Cr1:U1!Hour Fr1•q1nm1_y 
1 Pn Khor 1 1 OM 6 
2 Pn Lmg Bl 5 
3 Pn surava W ... !AM 7 2 

Miss Pos111w .. 1 GEO 3 2 
5 Pn Soraya BC 4 I 
6 Mlss Hanis KH 3 2 
7 Miss Manis SC 5 2 

Miss Manis SJ 3 2 
g Miss sorawau '1 PM 3 
10 Mi5S 801 ;.:,wa1i ·1 PJ 2 
11 Miss Hanis I SL 
12 Mr Mohd Ridz. 2 BM 
13 Mr MorirJ F•z1f 2 BC 
14 Mr aomnav 2 01 

lldd Humovo Rcm!Ml All 

Figure Al.6: Schedule interface 

Schedule 

This option was created to let user key in which teacher teach in which package 

of subject and how many class he/she will teach. 

• "Teacher Name" - Choose one of the teacher name where define in (Predefine> 

Teacher) 

• "Subject to teach" - Choose one subject the teacher wi I.I teach. 

• "Frequency" - Choose how many class the teacher will teach for this subject. 

• "Add" button - Add new item which filled in Teacher Name box into table. 

• "Remove" button - Select an item in table first and delete the item alter clicking 

Remove" button. 

• "Remove AU" button - Remove all item in table after clickinn this button. 
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How to use the special feature mode 

_-J . .J.?<J 
File Heh> 

Predefine 
SCl\edUIH 

1 
·SpP.clal FBatUre 

1 Generate 

Suhject: For011 P1 PJ H2 - 

Result 

I P1 P2 P3 P4 ~'5 PO 

: ~;: Ill -=-- 
1 wed -- - Thu---- 

Fri ----- 

P7 PO pg P11) 
Analysis 

Color Representation 
! Normal PeriotJ 

I - Unuse pertoe 

' 
No Form Pac.kage Ne Subjec1 Tlrnetabl0 Data 

1 - 1 1 PJ 11111000001111100000111110000011111000001111100000 

View AdlJ n.omovoAll 

Figure Al.7: Special feature interface 

Special Feature 

This option was created to let user key in which subject, form and package will 

be limit the period used in the timetable. 

• "Subject" - Choose one subject will limit its period. 

• "Editing Table" - Click to the slot you want to modify. 

• "Add" button - Add new item which filled in Teacher Name box into table. 

• "Remove" button - Select an item in table first and delete the item after clicking 

Remove" button. 

• "Remove All" button - Remove all item in table after clicking this button. 
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How to use the generate mode 

L.it®lf,ift{}§ljthfufifiiffljijfillj@'jifrt\(#tlfbii!•l1f M 

me Help 

pr edenne 
Schedule 

Si)ecial Feature 

:; 

scrr» to be Schedule: 
cenorate 
At1atysis 
Hesuft 

v Fonn 1 

v- Fonn 2 

v porm 3 

v +orru a 
,,,. t-orm5 

Process 

Figure Al.8: Generate interface 

Generate 

This option was created to let user choose which form want to process and 

schedule the school timetable. Choose which form you wanted. 

"Process" button - Process the input data and schedule the timetable. 

How to use the analysis teacher timetable mode 

tJWMjftjitj@Jtiti!ftffi tmt:t{illif I£# .tmjU!ll -l j >Ll 

Prodafino 
Scl~e<luh~ 

1 S11tJcl.1..a r-a~turo 
GHtH!rl1tO 

Poputatiou: o -e- 

loilChCf N;11;mo: 1i11, t"t1m 

An~~hi 
H.osutt 

,., IU or 
Mon 
luu 
WoCI 

hl/.1, JU 
(I 0 0 Ill 
BM r l pt c I OM r 1 1"' l ( I o [I 1 !) 
nMr-·1 Pl C1 8Ml=1 Pl C1 OM/·I !'''! (;4 !1MI 11111 J W 

U u !\'A.JI 1 ti 

u JJ 

"' 
tJ II 
I) v 
!1MJ11'1 fl !1M{ '\ 

Hc1uronr;o9 
NA . Slol N~ Av;,lMhb; 
A~M ... 1\$.IJinlJIY 
HI • I tmu llH11'1K. 
Olll . ou-ors tvont 

l 11'1 Cl I oun 1 Pnt k,1.yi) 1 Ctll!!~I 10101; 

! 11'1 C1 101m 1 f1ot.J~~ull· 1 ·tl11tui1ooi11 1 

Figure Al.9: Analysis teacher timetable. interface 
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Analysis> Teacher Timetable 

This option was created to let user know the process of scheduling the timetable. 

Here is going to display the teacher timetable. 

• "Population" - Each value representing every population/process generated. The 

highest value usually is the optimum solution. 

• "Teacher Name" - Choose a teacher name to display he/she timetable. 

How to use the analysis student timetable mode 

-L J ><J 
File Hulf) 

Predefine 
Scherh..eln 

Gcnerete 
An~1Jyshi 

rtosutt 

PO!)Ul3tion: 
Cl:a$sro0111: rotm t P("ltkaoo1 Claesroom t • 

snecrat ftrnturc 

Pl P2 P3 
l"A OEO ·1005 s.i rooc 
GL 1'007 8L 1'007 sc moo 
liM 1001 fJM'l"OOt MM TOOii 
BM TOO I OMT001 BC T00'3 
KH TOOT ,l"H TOO? sc ·roua 

P4 1'5 l'I) "' I 
GJ l'005 TO 01 IOU:l l'J 1000 l'J 10 
ac 1'006 TB OJ fr)OIJ OC-TOU::l u~ n. 
MM roo" 1U 1 ·11 !OU/ r,1 t) 1uot, (1ff:J' 
nc TUCP IU PM 1000 MIJl ]{l(J'1 MM f1 
Ai;Jt..4 Ill tflMi lUIJ4 UM'IDIJI UM J( 

Heic.rcncO!tl 
NA • Sln1 Not Avallahlo 
ASM • A$.tllt1hlV 
111. lhnolfl(mk. 
001. ()fh01?1;!v1,;11t 

11r1J!} lnactwr Ml$S f'ostt1w1t11 
1110() • IU).'IChM' Mitt~ M1111 U 
lOU) lilm,hut 1>11,i !nu 
llilJll - llnH:hor Mi!IS ~01 KW?tti 
l u~M I o'hlhor Pn Sw eyn W;1tl 
1007 • IU'1Chl)I' Ml$9 lldiils 
'rU03 10JJ(;h{)I Pn Sutf1\nl 

10111 lO'lt('.llt!I l1i"\,t~h(U 

Figure Al.10: Analysis student timetable inlet/ace 

Analysis > Student Timetable 

This option was created to let user know the process of scheduling the timetable. 

Here is going to display the teacher timetable. 

• "Population" - Each value representing every population/process generated. The 

highest value usually is the optimum solution. 
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• "Classroom" - Choose a classroom where student located and show the display 

of timetable. 

How to use the result teacher timetable mode 

*; Automatit timetabling Tool MS-SUGA Ven .J J><J 
Filo Help 

Predefine 

SChedute 

Sttecial Peatut e 

Generate 
Analysis 

Resut1 

reacher Tifltetable ~"ludent nmerame 

T eactter Name: Mis$ Hant~ 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 
l'HFl Pl C20 0 
0 0 0 
VH F1 P1 Ci 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 

NA ,0 TB 
SLF1 Pl Cl SL Fl Pl C1 0 [I TB 
"-'H Fl Pl C2 KH Fl Pl C2 SLF1 Pl C2 8LF1 P1 C2 TB 
O 0 0 'o TB 
KH F1 P1 C1 KH F 1 P1 C1 0 ASM TB 

References 
NA - Siu\ Not Available 
A SM - Asernhty 
TB - Time Break 
oTH - Others f.vont 

F1 P1 C2 - Form 1 Packauu 1 ctassrocm 2 
r1 P1 C1 - Form 1 Packauc 1 Classroom 1 

Figure Al.11: Result teacher timetable interface 

Result> Teacher Timetable 

This option was created to let user view the final result of the timetable. 

• Teacher Name" - Choose a teacher name to display he/she timetable. 
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How to use the result student timetable mode 

File Helfl 

predetlne 

Schertule 
' S~iedal Feature 

Generate 
AnalySis 
Result 

Teacher Hmetahlc Student Tunetable 

Classroorn: rorrn1 PackaiJe1 c1assrnom2: ..... 

P'l P2 
PM TOOB 
MM T004 

1KH TOOl 
,MM T004 
8C T003 

P.J 
MM T004 
811002 
SL TOO? 
BMT001 
81 T002 

P4 P5 l'B n 
MM T00'1 T8 Vii TOO/ cc T0rJt3 St,. H 
81 T002 TB SC T006 PMTOOO l'f'll T( 
SL TOO/ TB 8J TOO~ 00 TOOJ U( .. ' l( 

13M T001 TB GEO TOO~ ::;;c 1110~; ;;1..,.1( 

i•SM T8 MM T004 ru ·ruoo UJ 10 

]'.J/'.., 
MM T004 
KH T007 
MM T004 
ElO 1003 

References 
NA . Slot Not Avai121hle 
ASM • Asembly 
TB - 'nme Break 
OTH - others Event 

TnOU ~ reacncr Miss Sor ewarl 
TOO'' • Teacher Pn Surttv<tW~l 
T007 - Teacher Miss llanis 
f006 - ruachcr Miss Manis 
T001 rcecuor Pn. Kho1 
T002 - leacher Pn. Ung 
ro03 • hmchor Pn SOI eya 
TOO~ I uactrur MISS Po~ittw;m 

Figure Al.12: Result student timetable interface 

Result > Teacher Timetable 

This option was created to let user view the final result of the timetable. 

• "Classroom" - Choose a classroom where student located and show the display 

of timetable. 
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Appendix II - Glossary 

Genetic Algorithm Search technique used in computer science to find approximate 

solutions to combinatorial optimization problems [Genetic 

algorithm, 28 September, 2005]. 

Fixed constraints Must not fail since they are essential for valid solution and 

have a high priority to soft first. 

Hard constraints 

Soft constraints 

Selection 

Crossover 

Mutation 

Must not fail since they are essential for valid solution. 

Soft constraint does not imply an invalid timetable, but soft 

constraints should be minimized. 

Selects two parents form the population for mating. 

Jndividuals of each child are formed as a mixture of the 

individual's of the parents. 

f ndividual in the population undergoes a random mutation. 
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Appendix III - Current Program Genetic Algorithms 
Part Source Code 

//Class Name: clsSchool.java 
//Written by: Ku Chin Soon 
import java.io. *; 
import javax.swing. *; 
import javax.swing.event. *; 
import java.util.Random; 

class clsSchool{ 
clsFonn [] clsF; 
private String[] sListSchool; II TOO IS 1160 !Cl 01 string 
private String[] sListSchooll; 
private String [J sGoodListSchool; 
private String [} sBadListSchool; 
private int [][] CheckTP; 
private int iTotalTeacher; 
private int [] iTotalClassroom; 
private int[] iTotalPeriod; 
private int[] iTotalSubject; 
private String [] iDePeriod; 
private int iForm; 
private int [J iValueFit; 
private Random rndNumber; 
private int irndValue,irndValuel; 
private int [] chkForm, chkPackage; 
private String [JU sListNumberSubject; 
private String[][] sListSpecialFeature I; 
private .JOptionPane msgbox; 
clsCollectionPopulation Il clsColPop, clsColPopCopy; 

public clsSchool(){} 

public void lnitializeClass(){ 
sListSchooll =new String fl]; 
sGoodListSchool= new String [I]; 
sBadListSchool"" new String [I]; 
CheckTP =new int [iTotalTeacherJ[60]; 
setCheckTP(); 

public void InitializeForm(int ilndex){ 
inti; 
clsF =new clsForm [ilndex}; 
for(i"'O;i<ilndcx;i++){ 

clsf'[i] =rtew clsForm(); 

} 

public void lnitializelvalueFit(){ 
inti; 
iValueFit =new int fsListSchool l .length]; 
for(i=O;i<sListSchool Llcngth.i+i-) { 

iValucFitfi]""O; 

} 
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public void chooseFormX(int ilndex, int Form, int PackageNo, int Classroom, int Period, int 
Subject,String iDePeriod){ 

int i, iPackageNo; 
clsF [i Index] .lnitializeClass( Cl assroom.Period.S ubject, i De Period}; 
for(i=O;i<sListSchool.length;i++) { 

iForm = Integer.parselnt(sListSchool[i].substring(5,6)); 
iPackageNo = I nteger.parselnt(sListSchool[i] .substring( 6, 7)); 
if(iForm=Form && iPackageNo==PackageNo){ 

clsF[iindex ].getltem(sListSchool [i]); 

} 
clsF [ilndex] .setClassroom to Li st(); 
clsF[ilndex] .setPeriodtoList(); 
clsF [ilndex] .getL i stltem(); 
clsF[ilndex].resetCheckCS(); 

} 

private void setCheckTP(){ 
int i,j; 
for(i=O;i<iTotalTeacher;i++){ 

for(i=O;j<60;j++ ){ 
CheckTP[i)OJ=O; 

public void getListltem(){ 
int i,j; 
for(j=O;j<clsF. length;j++) { 

for(i=O;i <clsf'[j]. pass Listi tem(). length;i++) { 
if( clsFO].passListltem()[i) l=null) { 

gctl tern( clsFU].passListltcm()! i I); 

public void getltem(String sltem){ 
if(sListSchool l fO)!=null){ 

redimArray(); 
sListSchool 1 [sListSchool l .length-I J =sltem; 

} 
else] 

sListSchool 1 [O]=sltem; 

public void redimArray(){ 
String I] sTempListArray; 
inti; 
sTempListMray =new String rsUstSchool l length]; 
sTempListArray"" sListSchool 1; 

sListSchool I "" new String I sListSchool I.length+ I); 
for(i""O;i<sTempListArray.lcngth;i+i·){ 

sListSchooll [i] ""sTempListMrayl i]; 

public void rcdlmt\rray I() { 
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String [] sTempListArray; 
inti; 
sTempListArray =new String [sGoodListSchool.lengthJ; 
sTempListArray = sGoodListSchool; 

sGoodListSehool =new String [sGoodListSehool.length+ 1]; 
for(i=O;i<sTempListArray.length;i++){ 

sGoodListSchool[i) = sTempListArray[i]; 

public void redimArray2(){ 
String [] sTempListArray; 
inti; 
sTempListArray =new String [sBadListSchool.length]; 
sTempListArray = sBadListSchool; 

sBadListSchool =new String [sBadListSchool.Jength+l}; 
for(i=O;i<sTempListArray.length;i++){ 

sBadListSchool[i) = sTempListArray[i); 

public void getGoodList(String sltem){ 
it'(sGoodListSchool [OJ !=null) { 

redimArray I(); 
sGoodListSchool[sGoodListSchool.length- l] = sltem; 

} 
else{ 

sGoodListSchool[O]=sltern; 

public void getBadList(String sltem){ 
i1'(sBadListSchool[O}!=null){ 

redimArray2(); 
sBadListSchoolLsBadListSchool.lcngth-11 = sltcm; 

} 
else{ 

sBadListSchool[O]=sltem; 

public void CheckingProcess(){ 
int ij; 
boolean bTempFlagTJ,bTempFlagT2,bTempFlagTJ, bTempFlagT4; 
bTempFlagT I =truc; 
bTempFlagT2=true; 
bTempFlagT3"'true; 
bTempFlagT4=true; 
int icounterpopulation"'O; 
clsColPop =new clsColll..-ctionPopulation l 11; 
do{ 

sGoodListSchool= new String (1 l: 
sBadListSchool-= new String f I [; 
for(i""O;i<sListSchool t .!cngth;i+ { 

iJ'(iValueFi\l i]<SOO) { 
b'l'cmpl'lag']'! .. 

ChcckingSpecialf'caturc I (sl ,istSchool 11 i J); 
i l{bTc111pFl;igT I) l 
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bTempFlagT2"'CheckingCheckTP(sListSchool l [i)); 
} 
if(bTempFlagTl && bTempFlagT2){ 

b TempFla~T3=Checkins;CheckCP( sl, istSchoo l 1 (i)); 
} 
if(bTempFlagTl && bTempFlagT2 && bTempFlagT3){ 

bTempF lag T 4=CheckingCheck CS( sListSchoo l l [i J); 
} 
if(bTempFlagTl && bTempFlagT2 && bTempFlagT3 &&bTempFlagT4}( 

setCheckTP02 l ( sListSchool l [i)); 
setCheckCS021(sListSchool I [i)); 
setCheckCP02 l (sListSchool l [i]); 
iValueFit[i] = 800; 
getGoodList(sListSchool l [i]); 
} 

} 
else] 

getGoodList(sListSchooll [i]); 

if( clsColPop[Q) l=nullj] 
clsColPopCopy =new clsCollectionPopulation [ clsCo!Pop.lengthJ; 

clsColPopCopy = clsCo!Pop; 
clsCo!Pop =new clsCollectionPopulation [clsColPop.lcngth+J]; 

for(j=O;j<clsCo!PopCopy.length~i++){ 
clsColPopfj] "'clsColPopCopy[j]; 

} 
clsColPop[j] =new clsCollectionPopulation(); 
clsCo!Pop[i).setbata(sGoodListSch()ol); 

} 
else] 

clsCo!Pop[O] =new clsColleclionPopulation(); 
clsColPop[O].setData(sGoodl,istSchool); 

} 
CheckingClassFull(); 
forti=O;' <sl.isiSchool 1.lcngth;i++){ 

if(iValucFit[i]>O && iValucFit[i]<lOOO) 
iValueFit[i] -=I; 

if(iValueFit[i]==499){ 
sctCheckTP I 20(sListSchool 1 [i J); 
setCheckCS l 20(sListSchool l [i]); 
setCheckCPl 20(sListSchool I I ii); 

if(iValueFit[i]<500){ 
gctBadList(sListSchool l liJ); 

for(i=O;i<sListSchool l .length.i++ ){ 
H(iValueFil[i) 500){ 

pcrformCrossover(l); 

} 
icountcrpopulatlon --i; 

}while(sListSchool l.lengthl sCloodl .ist.BchocJl.lcngth); 
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try 

savaFileMode(); 
} 
catch Gava.io.IOException exp) 
{ 

System.out.println("Failed"); 
} 

msgbox.showMessageDialog(nul I, "Process Completed", "alert", 
JOptionPane.INFORMA TI ON _MESSAGE); 

} 

private void performCrossover(int badlndexChromo){ 
int i,j,k; 
int iTempForm,iTempForm 1; 
int iTempClassroom,iTempClassroom 1; 
int iTempPackage,iTempPackagel; 
int iTempSubjectCH,iTempSubjectCHl; 
int iSub,ilen,iCounter=O; 
String sTemp; 
String [] partition 1; 
String [) partition2; 
String iTempPeriod,iTempPeriod I; 
partition] =new String [5]; 
partition2 =new String [5]; 
boolean bFlagT,bFlagTl; 
rndNumber =new Random(); 

bFlagT=lrue; 
do{ 

imdValue=Math.round( I 50*rndNumber.nextFloat0)%sListSchool I .length; 
iTcmpForm = lntcgcr.parselnt(sListSchool l [irndValue].substring(5,6)); 
iTempClassroom = Integer.parselnt(sListSchool 1firndValue].subslring(12, 14)); 
iTempPackagc"" lntcger.parsclnl(sListSchool l [irndValucj.subslring(6,7)); 
iTempForm 1 = lnteger.parselnt(sListSchool 1 [badlndcxChromo].substring(5,6)); 
iTcmpClassroom 1 = Jntcger.parsclnt(sListSchool l [badlndexChromoj.substring( 12, 14)); 
iTempPackagcl "" lnteger.parselnt(sListSchool I [bad!ndexChromol.subslring(6, 7)); 
if(iTempForm==iTempForm 1 && iTempClassroom"-""-"iTempClassroorn t && 

iTempPackage""=iTempPackagcJ) { 
bFlagT=false; 
} 

}while(bFlagT); 
iTempSubjectCH = 

[nteger.parselnt(sListSchool 1 [irndValue].substring(7,8)); 
iTempSubjectCI 11 "' 

r nteger.parsel nt( sListSchool l [bad I ndcxChromo l.subsui ng(7 ,8) ); 
iTempPeriod =sListSchool I [irndYalue].substring( 15); 
iTempPeriod 1 =sl.istxchool I (badlndexChromo I.substring( 15)· 
ilen""(l'empPeriod.length()/5; ' 
for(k=O;k<5;k++) { 

part~t~on I [k]""~:r:ernpPer~od.substring(k"'ikn,((k+ I )•ilen)); 
part1l1on2lk 1"'1 I cmpl'eriod t .substring(k"ilcn.( k I· I )"'ilcn)); 

} 
iValueFit[irndValue)=499; 
setCheckTPI 20(sl .istSchool l [irndvaluc] ; 
setCheckCS I 20(sListSchool I [imdvaluc[); 
setCheckCP I 20(sListSchool llirndValucJ); 
il{iTempSubjcctCI l"""'tTempSubjcct 'l 11){ 

sListSchool I (.irndYnluej"'SLlSlScho~ll I I irndvaluc )'.llllbtilring(O,J 5 1l'rcmpl't.:rlod1 · 
sl ,istSchool 11.badlndcxChromo l""sL1stScho<ll l I budlndcxChrorno j.suhstring(O. 15) 1 iTetnpPcr1od: 

} 
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else{ 
bFlag Tl =true; 
iCounter=O; 
do{ 

iTempPeriod='"'; 
iTempPeriodl=""; 
for(k=O;k<5;k++ ){ 

irndValuel=Math.round(150*rndNumber.nextFloat())%2; 
if(irndValue 1 ==O) { 

iTempPeriod+=partition I [k}; 
iTempPeriod I +"'-'partition2 (k); 

} 
else if(irndValuel==l){ 

iTempPeriod+=partition2[k]; 
iTempPeriod I -=partition I (k]; 

} 
if(countBitString(iTempPeriod)'==iTempSubjcctCI I && 

countBitString(iTempPeriodl )==iTempSubjectCH 1) { 
bFlagT l =false; 

} 
}while(bFlagTl ); 

sListSchool l [irndValueJ=sListSchool l [irndValue ).substring(0,15)+iTempPeriod;sListSchool l [bad! nd 
exChromo]=sListSchool l [badindexChromo ].substring(O, l 5)+iTempPeriodl; 

} 
} 

private int countBitString(String s){ 
inti; 
int iSum=O; 
for(i=O; i<s.length(); i++) { 

iSum +=I ntcger.parselnus.substringfi.i+ I)); 
} 
return iSum; 

private int substract(int x, int y){ 
it(x<y) 

return y-x; 
else 

return x-y; 

private boolean CheckingSpecialFeaturcl(String Chromo){ 
boolean bTempFlagT, bTempFlagTl; 
String sTempSubjectNamc =" ", s'Templ'eriod; 
inti, j; 
for(i=O;i<sListN umberSu bject.length.l+«) { 

it(sListNurnberSubjectl_i][O].comparc·ro(Chromo.subslring(S,6))=0 && 
sListNumberSubject[i]f3].compareTo(Chromo.subslring(6.7))"''"'0 

&& 
sListN umberSubject[i][ 4] .comparcTo(lntcgur.toString( I ntcger. parse! nt( Ch romo.substri ng(8, 

10))))""=0 ){ 
s'Temp'Subjectlvamc= sListNurnbcrSubjcct[i ](I}; 

} 
bTempFlugT""truc; 
sTcmpPcriod"'Chromo.substri ng( 15); 
l'f(sJ ,istSpccialFtiaturc I 1.0 II O j ! null)! 

(i.Jr(ie>();i<sList8pcdalFcnturc 1.kngth;l+t) { 
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iftsListSpecialFeature I [i][ I ].compareTo(Chromo.substring(5,6))=0 && 
sListSpecialFeaturel [i][2].compareTo[Chromo.substring(6,7))=0 && 
sListSpecialF eature 1 [i][3 ].compareTo[sTempSubjectName )=O){ 

forG=O;j<sTempPeriod.length();j++) { 

if(Integer.parselnt(sTempPeriod.substring(j,j+ l) )== 1) { 
if(lnteger.parseint(sListSpecialFeaturd [i][ 4].substringG,j+ l ))== l) { 

bTempFlagT=falsc; 

} 
return bTempFlagT; 

} 

private boolean CheckingCheckTP(St:Jing Chromo){ 
inti; 
int iTempTeacher; 
String sTempPeriod; 
boolean bTempFlagT; 
bTempFlagT=true; 
iTempTeacher=Integer.parselnt(Chromo.substring( 1,4)); 
sTempPeriod=Chromo.substring(J 5 ); 
for(i=O;i<sTempPeriod.lengtb();i++){ 

it(Integer.parselnt(sfempPeriod.substring(i,i+ I))== I){ 
if(ChcckTP[iTcmpTeachcr- l JI i !=I){ 

b'Iernpf'lag'Tefalse; 

} 
} 
return bTempFlagT; 

private void setCheckTP02 l (String Chrornoj] 
inti; 
int iTempTeacher; 
iTempTeacher= I nteger.parselnt/Chromo .substring( l ,4) ); 
String sTempPeriod; 
sTempPeriod == Chrorno.substringf 15); 
for(i=O;i<sTempPeriod.length();i++) { 

if(Tnteger.parselnt(srcmpPcriod.substring(i,i+ I))="" I){ 
Check'Tf'[il'cmp'I'eacher-I Jl i)= I; 

private void setChcckTP I 20(String Ckromo) { 
inti; 
int iTcmpTeachcr; 
iTempTeacher=lnteger.parselnt(Chromo.substring( I ,4 )); 
String sTcrnpPcriod; 
sTempPeriod = Chrorno.subaringf 15); 
for(i=O;i<sTcmpPeriod.lcnglh();i·H·) { 

if(Jntcgcr.parsclnt(s'l'cmpPcriod.substri11g(l,i I l)) I I 
ChcckTPI il'cmp'lcuchcr- I II I I O; 
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private boolean CheckingCheckCP(String Chromo){ 
int iTempForm, iTempPackage, i; 
boolean bTempFiagT=true; 
iTempForm=Integer.parselnt(Chromo.substring(5,6)); 
iTempPackage = lnteger.parseint(Chromo.substring(6, 7)); 
for(i=O;i<clsF .length;i++ ){ 

if(chkform[i] = iTempForm && chkPackage[i]==iTempPackagc)f 
bTempFlagT = clsF[i].CheckingCheckCP(Chromo ); 

} 
return bTempFlagT; 

private boolean CheckingCheckCS(String Chromo){ 
int iTempForm, iTempPackage, i; 
boolean bTempFlagT=true; 
iTempFom1=lnteger.parselnt(Chromo.substring(5,6)); 
iTempPackage = lnteger.parselnt(Chromo.substring( 6, 7]); 
for(i=O;i<clsF. length;i++) { 

if{chkForm[i] = iTempForm && chkPackage[i]==iTempPackage){ 
bTempFlagT = clsF[i].CheckingCheckCS(Chromo); 

} 
} 
return bTempFlagT; 

private void setCheckCP02 l(String Chromo){ 
int iTempForm, iTernpPackage, i; 
iTempF orrn=I nteger.parselnt( Chromo.substring(5 ,6) ); 
iTempPackagc = lntegcr.parselnt{Chromo.substring( 6, 7f ); 
for(i=O;i<clsF.lcngth;i++){ 

if(chkForm[i] == lTcmpForm && chkl'ackagciij=ei'Tcmpl'ackagc)! 
clsF[i].setChcckCP02 I (Chrome); 

pri vale void setCheckCP l 20(String Chrome ){ 
int iTempForm, iTempPackage, i; 
iTempForm=lnteger.parselnt(Chromo.substring(S,6)); 
iTempPackage = Intcger.parselnt(Chromo.substring( 6, 7)); 
for(i=O;i<clsF. length; i++) { 

il{chkForm[i] """" iTcmpForm && chkf'uckagcli] i'I'crnpl'uckugc l 
clsF[i].setChcckCP I 20(Chromo); 

private void setCheckCS02 I (String hrorno){ 
int iTcmpForm, i'Tcmpl'ackagc, i; 
iTempForm=lnteger.parsclnt(Chromo.substring(S,6)); 
iTcmpPackage = Jnlcgcr.parselnt(Chromo.substring(G, 7>); 
for(i=O; i<cl sl'. length; i++) l 

if(chkForm[il = i'Icmp+orrn && chkPockagcliJ"' iTempl'uckug · { 
els Fl i l.sctChcckCS021 ( .hromo ); 
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private void setCheckCS J 20(String Chromo) { 
int iTempForm, iTempPackage, i; 
iTempForm=Integer.parse[nt(Chromo.substring(5,6)); 
iTempPackage = Integer.parselnt(Chromo.substring( 6, 7)); 
for(i=O;i<clsF .length;i++) { 

if{chkForm[i] == iTempForm && chkPackage[iJ==iTempPack.agc){ 
clsF[i].setCheckCS 120(Chromo ); 

} 

public void CheckingClassFull(){ 
inti; 
for(i=O;i<clsF.length;i++){ 

iValueFit=clsF[i].CheckingClassFull( sListSchool 1,iVal ucFi t,i); 

public void getsListSchool(String [] sList){ 
sListSchool =new String [sList.length]; 
sListSchool = sList; 

public void getiDePeriod(String [] sList){ 
iDePeriod =new String [sl.ist.length]; 
iDePeriod == sl.ist; 

public String [I getsListSchooll (){ 
return sListSchool 1; 

public void getiTotalClassroom(int l] iNum){ 
iTotalClassroom =new int [iNurn.length]; 
iTotalClassroorn = iNum; 

public void getiTotalSubject(int I] iNum)( 
iTotalSubject =new int [iNum.length]; 
iTotalSubject = iNum; 

public void getiTotalPeriod(int fJ iNum){ 
iTotalPeriod =new int [iNurn.length); 
iTotalPcriod = iNum; 

public void getiTotalTcachcr(int iNurn){ 
iTotalTeacher = iNum; 

public void rcccivcValue(int fl x, int IJ y){ 
chkForni = ncw int [x.lcngth]; 
chkPackagc =new int [y.lcngth]; 
chkl'orm =x; 
chkJ>ackagc"" y; 

!DO 
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public void savaFileMode() throws IOException { 
ObjectOutputStream out= new ObjectOutputStream(new FileOutputStream("C:/Program 

Files/Tirnetable'Iool MSSUGA/temp/clsColPop.dat")); 
out. writeObject( clsColPop ); 
out.close(); 

public void set'>ListNumberSubject(String (][] sList){ 
sListNumberSubject =new String [sList.length](4]; 
sListNumberSubject = sList; 

} 

public void setsListSpecialFeaturel(String [][] sList){ 
if(sList!=null){ 

sListSpecialFeaturel =new String [sList.length](4]; 
sListSpecialFeaturel = sl.ist; 

} 
else 

sListSpecialFeaturel =new String [1][4]; 

//Class Name: clsForm.java 
//Written by: Ku Chin Soon 
import java.util.Random; 

class clsForm { 

private String[] sl'orml.ist; 
private int sFormListl; 
private int iTotalClassroom; 
private int iTotalPcriod; 
private int iTotalSu~ject; 
private int iSubject; 
private int iClasroom; 
private Random rndNumbcr; 
private int irndvalue; 
String iDePeriod; 
clsClassroom [) clsClass; 

public clsForm(){} 

public void lnitializeClass(int iSumClassroom, int iSumPcriod, int iSumSubjcct, String 
dcPcriod){ 

inti; 
sFormList =new String [I]; 

iTotalClassroom = iSumClassrO(>m; 
iTotalPeriod = iSumPeriod; 
i'I'otal.Subjcct.= iSumSubject; 
iOcPeriod>=doPcriod; 
sctClsClassroom(); 

public void sctClsClassroom()/ 
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inti; 
clsClass =new clsClassroom [iTotalClassroom]; 
for(i=O;i<iTotalClassroom;i++){ 

clsClass[i] =new clsClassroom(); 

for(i=O;i<iTotalClassroom;i++){ 
clsClass[i].InitializeClass(iTotalSubject,iTotalPeriod,iDePeriod); 

/*Get chromo string one by one to sformlist*/ 
public void getltem(String sltem){ 

if(sFormList[O]!=null){ 
redimArray(); 
sFormList[ sFormList.length- l] = sltem; 

} 
else{ 

sFormList(O]=sitem; 
} 

/*Redim element for array form list*/ 
public void redimArray(){ 

String [] sTempListArray; 
inti; 
sTempListArray = new String [sf'orrnl.ist.lcngth ]; 
sTempListArray = sFormList; 

sFormList = new String [ sf'orrnl.ist.length+ 1 J; 
!br(i=O;i<sTempLlstt\rray. lcngth;i++) { 

sFormList[i] = sTempListArray[i]; 

} 

public void display Array(){ 
inti; 
for(i=O;i<sFormList.lcngth;i++){ 

System.out.println( sf'orm List[i ]); 
} 

} 

public void setClassroomtoList(){ 
inti; 
boolean bFlagT; 
rndNumber =new Random(); 
for(i=O; i<sF orm Li st.length;i++) f 

bFlagT = true; 
do{ 

iSubject"" lntcgcr.parsclnusl'orrnl.istl iJ.substring(8, IO)); 

i rndval uc=Math.round( 150*rndN umber .next Float() )%iTotu lClassroQm; 

if( clsClass[irn<lvalucl.boolcanCheckCS(HForrnList Ii 1)) l 
if{irndvaluc< l ()) 

slorrnl.ist] ii sForml.lsq ij.:rnh:itrlng{O. U) 1 

(irndvaluo+ I); 
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sFormList[i] == sFormList[i].substring(0,12) + 
(imdvalue+ 1 ); 

clsClass[imdvalue}.setCheckCS02 l(sFormList[i]); 
clsClass[ irndval ue] .getltem( sf orm List[i ]); 
bFlagT == false; 

} 
} while(bFlagT); 

} 

public void setPeriodtoList(){ 
inti; 
for(i==O;i<iTotalClassroom; i++) { 

clsClass[i].setPeriodtoList(); 

public void getListltem(){ 
int i,j; 
sFormList =new String [l]; 

for(i=O;i<iTotalClassroom;i++ ){ 
forU=O;j<clsClass[i].passListl tem().length;j++) { 

getltem( clsClass[i] .passListltem()[j]); 

} 

·1 
f 

public String[) passListltem(){ 
return sf'orml.ist; 

} 

public boolean CheckingCheckCP(String Chromo){ 
int iTempClassroom; 
iTempClassroom = Jnteger.parsefnt(Chromo.substring( 12, 14)); 
return clsClass[iTcmpClassroom- l ).ChcckingChcckCP(Chromo ); 

public boolean CheckingCheckCS(String Chromo){ 
int iTempClassroom; 
iTempClassroom = Jnteger.parselnt(Chromo.substring( 12, 14))· 
return clsClass[iTempClassroom-1 ].booleanCheck S(Chromo); 

public void setCheckCP021(String Chromo){ 
int iTempClassroom; 
iTempClassroom ""'lnteger.parsdnt(Chromo.substring( 12, 14)); 
clsClass[iTempClassroom-1 ].setCheckCP02 I (Chrome ); 

public void setCheckCPl 20(String Chromo){ 
int iTempClassroom; 
iTempClassroom "" I nteger.parscl nt(Chromo.subst ring( 12, 14 ); 
clsClass[iTempClassroom-1] .sctCheckCP l 20(Chrorno ); 

public void !)ctChcckCS02 I (String Chromo) { 
int i'l\:mpClnssr<>orn; 
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iTempCJassroom = Integer.parselnt(Chromo.substring(l2, 14)); 
clsClass[iTempClassroom- 1 ].setCheckCS02 l ( Chromo ); 

} 

public void setCheckCS120(String Chromo){ 
int iTempClassroom; 
iTempClassroom = Integer.parselnt(Chromo.substring( I 2, J 4 )); 
clsClass[iTempClassroom- I] .setCheckCS I. 20( Chrorno ); 

} 

public void resetCheckCS(){ 
inti; 
for(i=O;i<iTotalClassroom;i++){ 

clsClass[i] .resetCheckCS(); 

} 

public int [] CheckingClassFull(String [) sl.ist, int [] iYalue,int iForm){ 
int i,j; 
int iTempForm; 
int iTempClassroorn; 

for(i=O;i<iTotalClassroom;i++){ 
if( clsClass[i].checkclassful I()){ 

forQ=O;j<sList.lengthJ++){ 
iTempForm = fntcger.parsdnt(sLislljj.substring(5 6)); 
iTempClassroom = 

Jntcger.parselnt(sList[j].substring( 12, 14 )); 
i l(iTcmpForm- l ==iForm && i=si'I'crnpfllassroorn-I] ( 

iValueffj = IOOO; 

} 
return i Val uc; 

//Class Name: clsClassroom.java 
//Written by: Ku Chin Soon 
class clsClassroom { 

private String(] sClassRoomList; 
private int CheckCS[]; 
private int ChcckCP[]; 
private int iTotalSubject; 
private int iTotalPeriod; 
private int[] iSubjectCH; 
String iDePeriod; 
clsPeriod clsPc; 
public clsClassroom(){} 

public void JnitiallzeClass(int iSumSubJccl, int iSumPeriod,String dcl'eriodl] 
sClassRoomList"" new String 1.1 l: 
CheckCS =ncw int LiSumSubjcct]; 
CheckCP =ncw int [iSumJ>criodl; 
iSubjcctCI' =ncw int llSumSut~iccll; 

iTotalSubjcct"" iSumSubjcct; 
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iTotalPeriod = iSumPeriod; 

iDePeriod=dePeriod; 

resetCheckCS(); 
resetCheckCP(); 

} 

/*Get chromo string one by one to sclassroomlist*/ 
public void getltem(String sltem){ 

if(sClassRoomList[O]!=null){ 
redimArray(); 
sClassRoomList[ sClass Room List.length- I] = sltcm; 

} 
else{ 

sClassRoomList[O]==sltem; 

} 

/*Redim element for array classroom list•/ 
public void redimArray(){ 

String [] sTempListArray; 
inti; 
sTempListArray =new String [sClassRoomList.length ]; 
sTempListArray = sClassRooniList; 

sClassRoomList ==new String [s Classlcoornl.ist.length+l]; 
for(i=O;i<sTempListArray.lenglli;i++){ 

sClassRoomList[i) = sTempListArrayli]; 

/*Reset CheckCS to 0 *I 
public void resctCheckCS(){ 

inti; 
for(i=O;i<CheckCS.length;i-H-){ 

CheckCS[i]==O; 

/*Reset CheckCP to 0 *I 
public void resetCheckCP(){ 

inti; 
for(i=O;i<ChcckCP.length;i++)! 

CheckCPfi)=O; 
} 

puo~ic :~~-,e>]ean booleanCheckCS(String Chromo){ 
int iTempSubject; 
iTempSubject ee I ntcgcr.parsclil1(C hromo.sul>string(8, IO))· 
if( CheckCS[iTempSubject-1 ]:='""0) 

return true; 
else 

return false; 

public void sclCbcckCS02 I (String hn>rtw )( 
int iTempSubjcct; 
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iTempSubject = Integer.parselnt(Chromo.substring(8, IO)); 
Checkx'Sji'Tempxubject-I ]=1; 

} 

public ·.c,<j sctCheckCS120(String Chromo){ 
int iTempSubject; 
iTempSubject = Integer.parsefnt(Chromo.substring(8, 1 O)); 
CheckCS[iTempSubject- l ]=O; 

public void display I(){ 
• t • mt i; 
int x=U; 
for(i=O;i<CheckCS.length;i++){ 

x+=ChcckCS[i]; 
} 

public void setPeriodtoList() { 
inti; 
lnitializePeriod(); 
for(i=O;i<sClassRoomList.length;i++){ 

sCiassRoomList[i] =cls Pe. pairPeriod(sClassRoom Listf i]); 
} 

private void collectCHperiod(){ 
inti; 
int iTempSubjectCH; 
for(i=O;i<sClassRoomList.length;i++){ 

iTempSubjectCH = lntcger.parsel nt(sClasslfoom List] i j.~uustring(7,8 )), 
iSubjcctCH[i]=iTcm1>SubjectCI I; 

private void lnitializePeriod(){ 
int iTempSubjcctCH; 
collecCCHperiod(); 
clsPe = new clsPeriod(); 
els Pe. initial ize(iTot~1ISubject,iSubjectC 11, i'Tota] Pcriod,iDcPcriod); 

public void display Array(){ 
int l; 
for(i=O;i <sClassRoom List. length; i ++) { 

systern.out.prinUn(sClassRoornLisll i I); 

public String O passListltcm(){ 
return sClassRoom List; 

public boolean ChcckingChcckCP(String Chromo){ 
String sTempPcriod; 
inf i· 
boolean bTcmpFlogT· 
b'f'cmpF!ag'l'-truc; 
s'I'cmpl'eriod " Chromo.substring( 15); 
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for(i=O;i<sTempPeriod.length();i++ ){ 
if(Integer.parselnt(sTempPeriod.substring(i,i+ I))== l ){ 

if(CheckCP[i]==l){ 
bTempFlagT=false; 

return bTempFlagT; 

public void setCheckCP02l(String Chroma){ 
String sTempPeriod; 
inti; 
sTempPeriod = Chrorno.substring(l 5); 
for(i=O;i<sTempPeriod.length();i++ ){ 

if(lnteger.parseI nt(sTempPeriod.substring(i,i+ 1 ))===I) { 
CheckCP[i]= l; 

} 

public void setCheckCPl 20(String Chromo)] 
String sTempPeriod; 
inti; 
sTempPeriod = Chroma.substring( 15); 
for(i=O;i<sTempPeriod.lcngth();i++){ 

il{lnteger.parselnt(sTempPeriod.substring(i,i+ I))=== I){ 
CheckCP[i]=O; 

public boolean chcckclassfulk)! 
inti; 
int sum=O; 
for(i==O;i<ChcckCS.lcngth;i++){ 

sum+= ChcckCSliJ; 
} 
if(sum == iTotalSubjcct) 

return true; 
else 

return false; 

//Class Name: clsPeriod.java 
//Written by: Ku Chin Soon 
import java.awt. *; 
import java.util.Random; 

class clsPcriod { 
private int I] subjectCI I; 
private int 11 CopysubjcctCI I; 
pri vale String I j sVal uc; 
private String rl chkl; 
private int 11 bValucChk; 
private int 11 bDuy; 
private Random r; 
pri vale int r l; 
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private int iTota!Period; 
String iDePeriod; 
private String[] sListPeriod; 

public clsPeriod(){} 

public void initialize(int iTotalSubject, int[] iSubjectCH, int iSumPeriod, String 
dePeriod){//int iTotalClassroom, 

int x,y; 
boolean bFlagT; 
sListPeriod =new String [iTotaISubject]; 
subjectCH = iSubjectCH; 
iTotalPeriod=iSumPeriod; 
iDePeriod=dePeriod; 
clsPeriodl ti= new clsPeriodl(); 
tl.lnitializeClass(iSubjectCH, iTotalPeriod, iDePeriod); 
tl .generateSubPeriod(); 
chkl = tl.getValue(); 
bFlagT=false; 
do{ 

bFlagT=generate(); 
}while(!bFJagT); 

for(y=O;y<iTotalS ubject;y++) { 
sListPeriod[y ]=s Value[y ]; 

} 

public String pairPeriod(String Chromo){ 
String sTemp=""; 
int x; 
boolean bFlagT=true; 
int iSu ~jectCrcdi t= Integer. parse Int( Chromo.su bstri ng(7 ,8) ); 
for(x=O;x<sListPcriod.length;x++){ 

it{sListPcriodrx]!="" && bFlagT H 
i f{I ntcgcr.parselnt(sListPeriodl xj.substri ng( 1,2))""=iSubjectCrcdit) { 

s'Temp=sl.is'Period] x J; 
sl.istl'criod] x I""'"'; 
bf'lagf=falsc; 

} 
sTemp =Chromo.substring(O, 14) + "P" +s'Ternp.substringt Z); 
return sTemp; 

} 

private boolean generate(){ 
int i,j,c J ==O; 
int iDay,iCh; 
boolean bFlagT=truc; 
bDay = new int [5]; 
r = new Random(); 
bValueChk =new int [chk l.lengtb]; 
sValuc ==ncw String (subjectCI I.length]; 
Copysul~jcetCH =ncw int l::;ubjcctCI l.lcngth]; 
for(i=O;i subjectCI I .length.i-i+) 

CopysubjectCI II i jv.suhjcctCI !I i]; 
l(ir(i""O;i bVnlucChk.lcngth;i I I) 

bValucChk[il O; 
initsValuc(); 
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for(i=O;i<CopysubjectCH.length;i++) { 
resetbDay(); 
do{ 

r 1 = Math.round( 150*r.nextFloat())%chkl.length; 
iDay=Integer.parselnt( chkl [r 1J.substring(O,1 )); 
iCh=lnteger.parselnt( chk 1[r1 ].substring( l,2)); 
if(CopysubjectCH[i]==l ){ 

if(iCh==l) 
if(bDay[iDay J==O) 

if(bValueChk[rl ]==O){ 
bValueChk[rl j= I; 
bDay[i Day ]=1; 
CopysubjectCI II i j-= I; 

s Value[iJ=addString( chk 1 [rl ],s Value[i]); 

} 
else if(CopysubjectCH[i]>=2){ 

if(iCh==2) 
i f(bDay[i Day]==O) 

if(bValueChk[r I j==O){ 
bValueChk[rl ]=J; 
bDayfiDayl= l; 
CopysubjectCI lli J-""2; 

s Value[i]=addString( chk l [rl ],s Value[i]); 

cl+t-; 
if(cl==IOOO){ 

cl=O; 
bFlagT=lalsc; 

i=CopysubjcctCI I.length- I; 
Copysubjccu.I 11i1=0; 

} 
}while(CopysubjectCJ IFl>O); 

} 
return bFlagT; 

} 

private void resetbDay() { 
inti; 
for(i=O;i<bDay.length;i++) 

bDayfi"!=O; 

private String addString(String sl String s2){ 
inti; 
String s'Tcmp; 
sTcm p=" "; 
for(i=O;i<s 1.length();i++) 

if(i==O) 
s'I'cmp-r=s l.substringjt.: 1 I); 

else 

s'I'crnp I·· Intcgcr.t >String(lntcgcr.parsclnl(s l .~ubstri11g(i.i I l )) I !nh.:tJ, •t· purschu .· .suhstring{l 
,i+l))); 

return s'I'cmp; 
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private void initsValue(){ 
int i,j; 
for(i=O;i<sValue.length;i++){ 

sValue[i]=""; 
for(j=O;j<chk 1 [O] .length();j++) 

sValue[i]+="O"; 

private void changeHead(){ 
inti; 
for(i=O;i<s Value.length;i++) 

sValue[i]="P" + sValue[i].substring(2); 

public String[) getValue(){ 
return sValue; 

//Class Name: clsPeriodJ .java 
//Written by: Ku Chin Soon 
import java.awt. "; 
import java.util. *; 
import java.util.Random; 
class els Period 1 { 

private int[](] chkTb; 
private String str; 
private String LI strl; 
private String 11 Copystr I; 
private int iPeriodPerDay; 
private int[] iCH; 
private int cntOrgPI, cnt0rgP2, cntConP 1, cntConP2; 
private int subP2, rndl; 
private Random r; 
publ ic clsPeriod 1 (){} 

public void lnitializeClass(int [] iSubjectCH, int iTotalPcriod,String defincl'eriod)] 
int ij; 
iPeriodPerDay=iTotalPeriod/5; 
iCH = new int [iSu~jectCl I.length I; 
iCI-1 = iSubjectCH; 
chkTb =ncw int l5J[iPeriodPerDayj; 
for(i=O;i<5;i++){ 

for(j=O;j<i PeriodPerDay;j++) { 
chkTbli]IJ]=lntcgcr.parsclnt( definel'eriod.substringf *iPcriodPerlJny+j ,i *il'eriodPcrDuy+j 1 I 

)); 

public void generateSubPcriod(){ 
int c 1, c2, x, y, i, j,1 .iuold=Ojlen=Ojlcn l""'O, count O; 
boolean bFlag; 
String sl'cmp.sl lead ""; 
int ilndcxl=O, ilndex2· O; 
str l = ncw String j 1001; 
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int counterl=O; 
r = new Random(); 
cl=O; 
c2=0; 
for (i=O;i<5;i++){ 

for (j=O;j<iPeriodPerDay;j++) { 
str=?"; 
str+=Long.toString(i); 
if(j%2==0){ 

if ( chkTb[i]U]==O ){ 
if (j+I <iPeriodPerDay){ 

if{chkTb[i]fj+I )=O){ 
str+="2"; 
for( x =O; x<5; x++) 

for( y=O;y<iPeriodPerDay;y++ ){ 
if(x==i){ 

if{y==j liy==j+J) 

else 
str+="O"; 
} 
cl++; 
j++; 
} 
else{ 

str+=" l "; 
else 

str+="O"; 

str+=" I"; 
for(x =O; x<5; x+I-) 

for(y=O;y<i PcriodPerDay;y++) { 
il'(x==i){ 

ifty=='j) 
str+=" I"; 

else 
str+="O"; 

} 
Else 

str+="O"; 
}c2++; 

else{ 
str+=" I"; 
for(x =O; x<5; x++) 

for(y=O;y<i Peri odPcrDay;y++) { 
if(x==i)f 

i Jty='"'".i) 
str+s" I"; 

else 
str 1 "O"; 

else 
str-1-.::"0"; 

e21 1-; 
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else ifQ%2==1){ 
str+="l "; 
if( chkTb[i]O]==O) 

for(x=O; x<5; x++) 
for(y=O;y<iPeriodPerDay;y++) { 

if(x==i){ 
if(y==j) 

str+=" I"; 
else 

str+="O"; 

else 
str+="O"; 

c2++; 

if(str.length()>2){ 
str I [counter I ] = str; 
counterl ++; 

Copystr l =new String [ counterl ]; 
Copystr I =str I; 
strl =new String [countcrl ]; 
for (i=O;i<counterl ;i++){ 

strl [i]=Copystr IP I; 
} 
calOrgCH(); 
i I{ cntOrgP I ==cntConP I && cntOrgP2==-cr1tConP2) { 

//continue next 
} 
else] 

il{cntOrgl' l>cnlConl' I){ 
subP2 = cntOrgl' l-cntCor1P I.; 
i=O; 
do{ 

ilen I= str l.lcngjh; 
rnd t = Math.roundf I 50*r.nextFloat())%i lcn I; 
il{rndl<ilcnl){ 

i I~ coun113it(str 11 rnd I J .subslring(2)) l= l ){ 
bf'lag =truc; 
for(j=2~j sir 1 I rnd l j.lcngth( ss. 

bFlag;j++) { 
il{lnteger.parselnt(strl I rnd ll.substringtj.]-« I))=-= I )l 

ihold = j; 
=falsc; 

ilcn = str I [rnd I ].length(); 
sTemp =?"; 
sHead = str 1lrnd1 l.substringu), I); 
s'lcmp += sl lead; 
sTemp +"""I"; 
l'or(j=2;j ilcn.j I 1-){ 
i l"(j=- ihold){ 

sl'cm fl ·I " I "; 
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else 
sTernp +="O"; 

} 
strl[rndl) = sTernp; 
Copystrl =new String [strl .length]; 
Copystr 1 = strl; 
strl =new String [Copystrl.length+ 1 ); 
forU=O;j<Copystr l .length;j++ ){ 
strlO] = Copystr ljj]; 
} 

strl[j] =""; 
str I Li] += sHead; 
strl[j] += "l"; 
for(l=2;l<ilen;l++) { 

if{l==ihold+ 1 ){ 
strl [j] +=" l "; 

} 
else 

strl[j] +="O"; 
} 
i++; 

}while(subP2/2!=i); 
} 
else{ 

subP2 = cnlConP 1-cntOrgP I; 
i=O; 
do{ 

ilen = str I .length; 
bFlag =true; 
do{ 
rndl = Math.round(! 50"'r.ncxtFloat())%.i lcn; 
if(md I <ilcn){ 

if{countBil(strl I rnd 1 l.substring(2))== I )l 
ilndcx I = rnd I; 
bFlag = false; 

}while(bFlag); 
bFlag = true; 

do{ 
rnd I = Math.round(l 50"'r.ncxtFloat())%ilcn; 
if{rnd I <ilen){ 

i f(countBit(str l lrnd 1 l.substring(2))== I){ 
ilndex2 = rnd I; 
bFlag = false; 

} while(bFlag); 
i l(str l lilndex 11.substring(O, I ).comparcTo(str 11 i lmkx2 !.substring(O I)) 0 && 
strl [ilndex l l.substring(l ,2).compareTo(str 11 ilndcx2I.substring(1,2))--0 && 

str I [ilndcx ll.compare'I'otsn- I [ ilndex2.1)!'"'0){ 
s'Tcrnp =""; 
s'Ternp +=strl [ilndcx I J.substring(O, I); 
s'Temp +-""2"; 
lor(l-'"·2;1 strllilndcxl 1.1<.:ngth();l·1 1)( 
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sTemp+= 
lnteger.toString(Integer.parselnt(str l [ilndex l ].substring(!,!+ I ))+I nteger.parselnt(strl [i Indexzj.substri 
ng(l,l+ l))); 

} 
i++; 
strl [ilndex l ]="null"; 
strl [ilndex2]="null"; 
Copystrl =new String [str l.length-I ]; 
count=O; 
for(l=O;l<strl .length;!++){ 

if(strl [!]!="null"){ 
Copystrl[count] = strl[l]; 
count++; 

} 
Copystrl[count] = sTemp; 
strl =new String [Copystrl.length]; 
strl = Copystrl; 

}while(subP2/2!=i); 
} 
} 
} 

public void calOrgCH(){ 
inti, countPl=O, countP2=0; 
for(i=O;i<iCl l.lcngth;i++){ 

countP l += iCI l[i]%2; 
countP2 += iCH[i]/2; 

} 
cntOrgP I =countP I; 
cntOrgP2=countP2; 
countPl=O; 
countP2=0; 
for(i=O;i<strl .lcnglh;i++){ 

if( countBit(str I fi J.subslring(2) )==I){ 
cou ntP I++; 

} 
else if( countBit(str I [i].substring(2))==2){ 

countP2++; 

} 
cntConP I =countP I; 
cntConP2=countP2; 

private int countBit(String str){ 
int i.cnt=O; 
for(i=O;i<str.length();i++){ 

i f(lntcger.parscl nt(str.substring(i ,i I I)) I){ 
cnt·H·; 

} 
return cnt; 

public String 11 get Valucf) I 
return str I ; 

}} 
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